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KPMG LLP (Registration No. T08LL1267L), an accounting 
limited liability partnership registered in Singapore under the 
Limited Liability Partnerships Act 2005 and a member firm of 
the KPMG global organisation of independent member firms 
affiliated with KPMG International Limited, a private English 
company limited by guarantee. 

Independent auditors’ report 

Members of the Company 
TML Holdings Pte. Ltd. 

Report on the audit of the financial statements 

Opinion 

We have audited the financial statements of TML Holdings Pte. Ltd. (‘the Company’) and its 
subsidiary corporations (‘the Group’), which comprise the consolidated statement of financial 
position of the Group and the statement of financial position of the Company as at 31 March 2022, 
the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income, consolidated 
statement of changes in equity and consolidated statement of cash flows of the Group and the 
statement of changes in equity of the Company for the year then ended, and notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies, as set out on pages 11 to 76. 

In our opinion, the accompanying consolidated financial statements of the Group and the 
statement of financial position of the Company are properly drawn up in accordance with the 
provisions of the Companies Act 1967 (‘the Act’) and Singapore Financial Reporting Standards 
(International) (‘SFRS(I)s’) so as to give a true and fair view of the consolidated financial position 
of the Group and the financial position of the Company as at 31 March 2022 and of the 
consolidated financial performance, consolidated changes in equity and consolidated cash flows 
of the Group for the year ended on that date. 

Basis for opinion 

We conducted our audit in accordance with Singapore Standards on Auditing (‘SSAs’).  Our 
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the ‘Auditors’ responsibilities for 
the audit of the financial statements’ section of our report.  We are independent of the Group in 
accordance with the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory Authority (‘ACRA’) Code of 
Professional Conduct and Ethics for Public Accountants and Accounting Entities (‘ACRA Code’) 
together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in 
Singapore, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these 
requirements and the ACRA Code.  We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is 
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. 
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Key audit matters: including our assessment of risks of material misstatement 

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance 
in our audit of the financial statements of the current period.  These matters were addressed in the 
context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, 
and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters. 

The risk Our response 
Going concern 

Refer to page 19 
(accounting 
policy) 

Disclosure quality: 

The financial statements explain 
how the Board has formed a 
judgement that it is appropriate to 
adopt the going concern basis of 
preparation for the Group and 
parent Company.  

That judgement is based on an 
evaluation of the inherent risks to 
the Group’s and the parent 
Company’s business model and 
how those risks might affect the 
Group and parent Company’s 
financial resources or ability to 
continue operations over the 
going concern period of 
assessment (a period of at least a 
year from the date of approval of 
the financial statements). 

The risks most likely to adversely 
affect the Group and parent 
Company’s available financial 
resources and compliance with 
covenant thresholds over the 
going concern period were: the 
impact of semiconductor 
shortages on the Group’s supply 
chain and production capacity; 
the diminishing impacts of the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the 
impact of inflationary pressures 
on material costs. 

We considered whether these risks could plausibly 
affect the liquidity or covenant compliance in the 
going concern period by assessing the degree of 
downside assumption that, individually and 
collectively, could result in a liquidity or covenant 
issue, taking into account the Group’s current and 
projected cash and facilities (a reverse stress test). 

Our procedures also included: 

• Assessment of management’s process:
Evaluated management’s process to produce
forecasts, including the assessment of internal
and external factors used to determine the risks
to the business, and the process management
used to complete the reverse stress test.

• Funding assessment: Agreed current Group
and parent Company financing facilities
available by obtaining relevant facility
agreements. Inspected existing and new loan
agreements in order to determine covenants
attached.

• Key dependency assessment: Evaluated and
critically challenged management on whether
the key assumptions underpinning the forecast
cash flows, which the management  have used to 
support the management’s going concern basis
of preparation and to assess whether the Group
can meet its financial commitments as they fall
due, were realistic, achievable and consistent
with the external environment and other matters
identified in the audit. The key assumption
include sales volumes, including the variable
profit optimisation strategy, together with
material cost inflation in variable profit.
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 The risk Our response 
 Whilst these risks could have 

adversely affected available 
financial resources and 
compliance with covenant 
thresholds, as explained in note 2 
the management carried out a 
reverse stress test which 
ultimately demonstrated that an 
implausible downside with sales 
volumes significantly lower than 
both the base case and actual 
experience through COVID-19 
and semiconductor shortages was 
required in order to result in a 
liquidity level that would breach 
financing covenants. 
 
The risk for our audit is whether 
or not those risks are such that 
they amount to a material 
uncertainty that may cast 

ability to continue as a going 
concern. Had they been such, 
then that fact would have been 
required to be disclosed. 
 

• Historical comparisons: Evaluated the 
historical cash flow forecasting accuracy of the 
Group by comparing historical cash flows to 
actual results reported, as well as assessing the 
accuracy of key assumptions previously applied. 

 
• Benchmarking assumptions: Assessed the 

appropriateness of the Group’s key assumptions 
used in the cash flow forecasts by benchmarking 
them to externally derived data, with particular 
focus on forecast sales volumes. 

 
• Sensitivity analysis: Considered sensitivities 

over the key assumptions underlying the 
Group’s cash flow forecasts and their impact on 
the level of available financial resources. 

 
• Our sector experience: We used our industry 

specialists to challenge the key assumptions 
made by the management in their forecast cash 
flows. 

 
• Assessing transparency: Considered whether 

the going concern disclosure in note 2 to the 
financial statements gives a full and accurate 
description of the management’s assessment of 
going concern, including the identified risks and 
related sensitivities. 
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The risk Our response 
Impairment of 
property plant 
and equipment, 
intangible, and 
right-of-use 
non-current 
assets 

Refer to page 30 
(accounting 
policy), notes 9 
10, 11 and 12 

Forecast-based valuation 

The Group holds a significant 
amount of property, plant and 
equipment and intangible assets 
on its balance sheet and the cash 
generating unit of which these 
assets form a part is at risk of 
being impaired. 

In particular, there are execution 
risks associated with the 
Group’s transition to Battery 
Electric Vehicles (‘BEV’) 
resulting from its previously 
announced‘Reimagine’ strategy. 
In addition, there are other 
headwinds facing the Group and 
the industry, including the 
continuation of semi-conductor 
and other supply constraints, 
production constraints, cost 
inflationary pressures, COVID-
related lockdowns and the 
conflict in Ukraine. 

The effect of these matters is 
that, as part of our risk 
assessment, we determined that 
the calculation of the value in 
use of property, plant and 
equipment, intangible assets, 
and right-of-use assets has a high 
degree of estimation uncertainty, 
with a potential range of 
reasonable outcomes greater 
than our materiality for the 
financial statements as a whole, 
and possibly many times that 
amount. The financial 
statements note 11 disclose the 
sensitivities estimated by the 
Group. 

Our procedures included: 

• Historical accuracy: Evaluated historical
forecasting accuracy of discounted cash flow
forecasts, including key assumptions, by
comparing them to the actual results.

• Historical comparison: Assessed
appropriateness of the Group’s key assumptions
used in the discounted cash flow forecasts by
comparing those, where appropriate, to
historical trends in terminal value variable profit
and terminal value capital expenditure.

• Benchmarking assumptions: Assessed the
appropriateness of the Group’s estimated value
in use amount by comparing the implied trading
multiples to market multiples of comparative
companies with the assistance of our valuation
specialists.

Assessed appropriateness of the Group’s
assumptions used in the cash flow projections by 
comparing the key assumption of sales volumes
to externally derived data.

Compared the Group’s discount rate and long-
term growth rate to external benchmark data and
comparative companies and re-performed the
discount rate calculation using the capital asset
pricing model with the assistance of our
valuation specialists.

• Sensitivity analysis: Performed a sensitivity
analysis on key assumptions, generating an
independent range for comparison, taking
account of the Group’s Reimagine strategy.

• Comparing valuations: Assessed the Group’s
reconciliation between the estimated market
capitalisation of the Group, by reference to the
overall market capitalisation of the Tata Motors
Limited Group and compared to the estimated
recoverable amount of the cash generating unit.

• Impairment reversal: Assessed whether the
increase in value in use was indicative of an
impairment reversal.

• Assessing transparency: Assessed the
adequacy of the Group’s disclosures in the
financial statements and ensured that the
disclosure reflects the reasonably possible
changes in key assumptions that erode the
headroom in the recoverable amount compared
to the cash generating unit carrying value to nil.
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The risk Our response 
Capitalisation 
of product 
engineering 
costs 

Refer to page 28 
(accounting 
policy) and note 
10 

Accounting treatment 

There is a key judgement in 
determining whether the nature of 
the product engineering costs 
satisfy the criteria for 
capitalisation to ‘Intangible 
Assets, Product Development in 
Progress’ and when this 
capitalisation should commence. 
Given the products with material 
capitalised project engineering 
costs during the current period, 
and the Group’s stage in 
development cycle more generally 
in the current period, the risk of 
satisfaction of SFRS(I) 1-38 
capitalisation requirements is less 
associated with the future 
economic viability as in previous 
periods but primarily related to the 
allocation of directly attributable 
expenditure. 

page 29) 
disclose that had the value of 
central overheads not been 
identified by the management as 
being eligible for capitalisation it 
would have reduced the amount 
capitalised by £52 million (2021: 
£80 million). 

Our procedures included: 

• Control operation: Tested controls including
in relation to the management’s assessment as
to whether product engineering costs are
eligible for capitalisation.

• Personnel interviews: Corroborated
judgements made by the management around
the timing of commencement of capitalisation
of product engineering costs through
discussions with project level staff.

• Our sector experience: Critically assessed
the management’s judgements regarding
product engineering costs identified by the
management as being eligible for
capitalisation against both the accounting
standards and our experience of practical
application of these standards in other
companies.

• Tests of details: For a sample of product
engineering costs identified by the
management as being eligible for
capitalisation, agreed that their nature was
consistent with the description of the account
to which those costs were recorded, and the
timing of recognition was appropriate.

• Assessing transparency: Assessed the
adequacy of the Group’s disclosures in respect
of the key judgements made relating to the
nature of the costs capitalised and the point at
which capitalisation commences.
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The risk Our response 
Valuation of 
defined benefit 
plan obligations 

Refer to page 31, 
(accounting 
policy) and note 
22 

Subjective judgement 

Small changes in the key 
assumptions and estimates, being 

mortality/life expectancy, used to 
value the Group’s pension 
obligation (before deducting 
scheme assets) would have a 

the Grou
plan asset.  The risk is that these 
assumptions are inappropriate 
resulting in an inappropriate 
valuation of plan obligations.   

The effect of these matters is that, 
as part of our risk assessment, we 
determined that valuation of the 
pension obligation has a high 
degree of estimation uncertainty, 
with a potential range of 
reasonable outcomes greater than 

cial 
statements as a whole, and 
possibly many times that amount. 

(note 22) 
disclose the sensitivity estimated 
by the Group.   

Our procedures included: 

• Control operation: Tested controls over the
assumptions applied in the valuation and
inspected the Group’s annual validation of the
assumptions used by its actuarial expert.

Tested the Group’s controls operating over
selection and monitoring of its actuarial expert
for competence and objectivity.

• Benchmarking assumptions: Challenged,
with the support of our own actuarial
specialists, the key assumptions applied to the
valuation of the liabilities, being the discount
rate, inflation rate and mortality/life
expectancy against externally derived data.

• Assessing transparency: Considered the
adequacy of the Group’s disclosures in respect
of the sensitivity of the Groups’ net defined
benefit plan asset to these assumptions.

Other information 

Management is responsible for the other information contained in the annual report.  Other 
information is defined as all information in the annual report other than the financial statements 
and our auditors’ report thereon. 

We have obtained Directors’ statement prior to the date of this auditors’ report.  

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not 
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other 
information and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent 
with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated.  If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a 
material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.  We have 
nothing to report in this regard. 
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Responsibilities of management and directors for the financial statements 

Management is responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair 
view in accordance with the provisions of the Act and SFRS(I)s, and for devising and maintaining 
a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to provide a reasonable assurance that assets 
are safeguarded against loss from unauthorised use or disposition; and transactions are properly 
authorised and that they are recorded as necessary to permit the preparation of true and fair 
financial statements and to maintain accountability of assets. 

In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Group’s ability 
to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and 
using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the 
Group or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so. 

The directors’ responsibilities include overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process. 

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements 

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a 
whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s 
report that includes our opinion.  Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a 
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with SSAs will always detect a material 
misstatement when it exists.  Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered 
material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the 
economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

As part of an audit in accordance with SSAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain 
professional scepticism throughout the audit.  We also: 

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and
obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one
resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions,
misrepresentations, or the override of internal controls.

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Group’s internal controls.

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management.

Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to
continue as a going concern.  If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion.  Our conclusions
are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report.  However,
future events or conditions may cause the Group to cease to continue as a going concern.
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Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions
and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the
entities or business activities within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated
financial statements.  We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of
the group audit.  We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing 
of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control 
that we identify during our audit. 

We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical 
requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other 
matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, 
related safeguards. 

From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine those matters that were of most 
significance in the audit of the financial statements of the current period and are therefore the key 
audit matters.  We describe these matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes 
public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that a 
matter should not be communicated in our report because the adverse consequences of doing so 
would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest benefits of such communication. 

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements

In our opinion, the accounting and other records required by the Act to be kept by the Company 
have been properly kept in accordance with the provisions of the Act. 

The engagement partner on the audit resulting in this independent auditor’s report is Gerald Low 
Gin Cheng. 

KPMG LLP 
Public Accountants and 
Chartered Accountants 

Singapore 
2  June 2022 



TML HOLDINGS PTE. LTD. AND ITS SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
As at 31 MARCH 2022 (£ millions)

Note 31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21
ASSETS

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents 4 4,382            3,897            96                 42                 
Short-term deposits 177               1,214            -                210               
Trade receivables 751               913               -                -                
Other financial assets 6                416                 500 18                 19                 
Other investment                   -                     20 -                20                 
Inventories 7             2,965              3,134 -                -                
Other current assets 8                517                 468 -                * -                *
Current income tax assets 20                 80                 -                * -                *
Assets classified as held for sale 4                   -                -                -                
Total current assets 9,232            10,226          114               291               

Non-current assets
Other financial assets 6 225               352               37                 8                   
Property, plant and equipment 9             6,362              6,568                   -                      -   
Intangible assets 10 4,874            5,391                              -   -                
Right-of-use asset 12 575               551                                 -   -                
Investment in equity accounted investees 13 321               316                                 -   -                
Investment in subsidiary corporations 14 -                -                1,916            1,916            
Other Investment 15 30                 22                 -                -                
Pension assets 22 434               -                -                -                
Other non-current assets 8 36                 35                 -                -                
Deferred tax assets 16 357               420               -                -                
Total non-current assets 13,214          13,655          1,953            1,924            

Total assets 22,446          23,881          2,067            2,215            

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

Current liabilities
Short-term borrowings 17             1,830              1,494                   -   218               
Accounts payable 18             5,320              6,435                  17 17                 
Other financial liabilities 19                888                 765                  10 11                 
Provisions 20                997              1,167                   -   -                
Other current liabilities 21                698                 656                   -   -                
Current income tax liabilities                116                 100                   -   -                
Total current liabilities             9,849            10,617                  27 246               

Non-current liabilities
Long-term borrowings 17             6,191              5,800                943 829               
Other financial liabilities 19                877                 645                    1 14                 
Provisions 20             1,127              1,202                   -   -                
Other non-current liabilities 21                405                 463                   -   -                
Employee benefit obligations 22                  25                 387                   -   -                
Deferred tax liabilities 16                105                 116                   -   -                
Total non-current liabilities             8,730              8,613                944 843               

Total liabilities           18,579            19,230                971 1,089            

Group Company
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TML HOLDINGS PTE. LTD. AND ITS SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS

STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION  (cont'd)
As at 31 MARCH 2022

(£ millions)

Note 31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21

Equity
Share capital 23 1,628            1,628            1,628            1,628            
Reserves 2,246            3,021            (532)              (502)              
Equity attributable to owners of the Company 3,874            4,649            1,096            1,126            
Non-controlling interests (7)                  2                    -                -                
Total equity 3,867            4,651            1,096            1,126            

Total liabilities and equity            22,446            23,881              2,067 2,215            

* Amount is less than £1 million.

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

Group Company
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TML HOLDINGS PTE. LTD. AND ITS SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS AND OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022

(£ millions)

Note 2022 2021

Revenues 25               18,876              20,083              

Change in inventories of finished goods and work-in-progress (255)                  (499)                  
Purchase of products for sale (1,398)               (1,062)               
Material and other cost of sales 26               (9,968)               (11,021)             
Employee cost                 28 (2,344)               (2,209)               
Restructuring cost at Jaguar Land Rover-Asset write downs, employees and third
party obligations

 27 (b) 
-                    (1,486)               

Employee separation cost  27 (a) -                    (28)                    
Employee cost-pension past service cost  27 (a) -                    (9)                      
Provision relating for  Russia market  27 (c) (43)                    -                    
Depreciation and amortisation (1,957)               (1,992)               
Other expenses                 29 (3,763)               (3,622)               
Expenditure capitalised                 30 462                   732                   
Other income (net) 191                   195                   
Foreign exchange gain (net) 151                   346                   
Finance income                 31                      10                      12 
Finance expense (net)                 31                   (411)                   (291)
Share of loss from equity accounted investees                 13 (18)                    (41)                    
Loss before income tax (467)                  (892)                  

Income tax expense 32               (371)                  (244)                  
Loss for the year (838)                  (1,136)               

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

Group
Year ended March 31
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TML HOLDINGS PTE. LTD. AND ITS SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022
(£ millions)

Note 31-March-22 31-March-21

Loss for the year (838)                   (1,136)                

Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss :
Remeasurement gains/(losses) on defined benefit obligations (net) 707                    (748)                   
Income tax relating to items that will not be reclassified subsequently 16 (92)                     142                    

615                    (606)                   
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit or loss :
Gain on effective cash flow hedges (net)                    (896) 544                    
Currency translation differences                        16 (45)                     
Income tax relating to items that may be reclassified subsequently 16 204                    (103)                   

(676)                   396                    

Other comprehensive expense for the year, net of tax (61)                     (210)                   

Total comprehensive expense for the year (899)                   (1,346)                

(Loss)/profit attributable to:
   Owners of the Company (834)                   (1,137)                
   Non-controlling interests (4)                       1                        

(838)                   (1,136)                
Total comprehensive (expense)/income attributable to:
   Owners of the Company (895)                   (1,347)                
   Non-controlling interests (4)                       1                        

(899)                   (1,346)                

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

Group
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TML HOLDINGS PTE. LTD. AND ITS SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022

(£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
Cash flow from operating activities
Loss before tax for the year (467)                 (892)                 
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation 1,957               1,992               
Restructuring cost at Jaguar Land Rover-asset write downs, employees and third party
obligations -                   1,486               
Provision relating for  Russia market 43                    -                   
Employee separation cost -                   28                    
Employee cost-pension past service cost -                   9                      
(Profit) on disposal of assets (1)                     (1)                     
Write down of tangible/intangible assets 12                    40                    
Loss on matured revenue hedges                       -   (6)                     
Foreign exchange loss/(gain) on loans 133                  (349)                 
Unrealised (gain) on commodities (47)                   (137)                 
Finance expense (net) 411                  291                  
Finance income (10)                   (12)                   
Foreign exchange loss/(gain) on derivatives 1                      (14)                   
Foreign exchange (gain)/loss on other items (103)                 89                    
Fair value gain on equity investment                      (4)                      (2)
Share of loss from equity accounted investees                      18                      41 

Cash flows before movements in working capital 1,943               2,563               
Trade receivables 184                  (41)                   
Other financial assets 7                      (37)                   
Other current assets (22)                   60                    
Inventories 183                  486                  
Other non-current assets (433)                 397                  
Accounts payable (1,121)              (3)                     
Other current liabilities 33                    (53)                   
Other financial liabilities (109)                 (129)                 
Other non-current liabilities 288                  (477)                 
Provisions (346)                                  (191)
Cash generated from operations                    607                 2,575 
Income tax paid                  (137)                  (210)
Net cash generated from operating activities                    470                 2,365 

Group
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TML HOLDINGS PTE. LTD. AND ITS SUBSIDIARY CORPORATIONS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS (cont'd)
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2022

(£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
Cash flows used in investing activities
Purchase of property, plant and equipment                    (725)              (1,060)
Proceeds from disposal of other investment                       16                    18 
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment                         7                      8 
Cash paid for intangible assets                    (484)                 (801)
Investment in associates                        -                       (1)
Investment in short-term deposits                 (1,104)              (3,447)
Investment in long-term deposits                        -                       (9)
Redemption of short-term deposits                  2,184               3,573 
Movement in restricted cash                      (41)                     (9)
Disposal of subsidiary (net of cash received)                      (10)                     -   
Finance income received                         7                    14 
Net cash used in investing activities                    (150)              (1,714)

Cash flows used in financing activities
Finance expense and fees paid (446)                  (343)               
Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt 1,735                 1,424              
Proceeds from issuance of short-term debt 680                    1,029              
Repayment of short-term debt (719)                  (431)               
Payment of lease liabilities                      (71)                   (79)
Repayment of long-term debt                 (1,114)                 (618)
Net cash from financing activities                       65                  982 

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents                     385               1,633 
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 3,897                 2,451              
Effect of foreign exchange on cash and cash equivalents 100                    (187)               
Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year                  4,382               3,897 

See accompanying notes to financial statements.

Group
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1 General 
TML Holdings Pte. Ltd. the C  and its subsidiary corporations are 
(Registration No.200802595C) is incorporated in Singapore with its principal place of business and the registered office at 78 Shenton 
Way, # 17-01/02, Singapore 079120. The financial statements are expressed in Pound Sterling (£) and rounded to the nearest million 
£ (£ million) unless otherwise stated.  
 

The principal activity of the Company is that of investment holding. The subsidiary corporations held by the Company include Jaguar 
Land Rover Automotive plc since date of incorporation and Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Co. Ltd, Tata Motors (Thailand) Ltd, 
Tata Motors (SA) (Proprietary) Ltd and PT Tata Motors Indonesia which were acquired from its holding Company, Tata Motors 
Limited during 2014 and 2015. In 2016, the Company has subscribed to 99% shareholding of TMNL Motors Nigeria Ltd (ceased to be 
a subsidiary with effect from December 15, 2021).  
 

The principal activities of joint ventures, associates and subsidiary corporations are disclosed in Notes 13 and 14 to the financial 
statements respectively. 
 

The consolidated financial statements of the Group and statement of financial position and statement of changes in equity of the 
Company for the year ended 31 March 2022 were authorised for issue by the Board of Directors on 27 June 2022. 

 
2 Summary of significant accounting policies 
 
a) Basis of accounting 
 The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the historical cost basis except for certain financial instruments 

which are measured at fair value, and are drawn up in accordance with the Singapore Financial Reporting Standards 
(International) SFRS(I). 

  

 Historical cost is generally based on the fair value of the consideration given in exchange for the assets. 
  

 Going concern 
The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis, which the management consider to be appropriate for the 
reasons set out below.  

The management have assessed the financial position of the Company and the Group as at 31 March 2022, and the projected 
cash flows of the Company and the Group for the twelve-month period from the date of authorisation of the financial statements 

). 

Assessment for the Company 
The Company has a surplus net assets of £1,096 million, net working capital of £87 million as at 31 March 2022 and had incurred 
a loss before taxation of £30 million in the financial year ended 31 March 2022.   

The Company has cash and cash equivalent of £96 million as at 31 March 2022. The Company has raised US$425 million notes 
on 9 June 2021 to refinance its existing debt and for general corporate purpose. The Company also plans to raise additional £375 
million in the year 2022 through a syndicated loan to refinance its existing debt of £323 million (including early refinance of £225 
million) and for corporate purposes. Cash is adequate to pay expenses and interest up to June 2023. 

Further the Company has fully paid US$300 million bond on its maturity on 7 May 2021. Therefore, the management consider, 
after making appropriate enquiries and taking into consideration the risks and uncertainties facing the Company, that the 
Company has sufficient financial resources available to it at the date of approval of these financial statements and that it will be 
able to continue as a going concern in the foreseeable future. 

Assessment for significant subsidiary, Jaguar Land Rover ( JLR ) 
 
JLR had available liquidity of £6.4 billion at 31 March 2022, including £4.4 billion of cash and  
undrawn £2.0 billion revolving credit facility. Within the Going Concern Assessment Period there is £1 billion minimum quarter-end 

UK Export Finance Facility (UKEF) loans for the entire period and to the RCF facility 
from July 2022, and a reduction in the RCF facility to £1.5 billion from July 2022.  
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JLR has assessed its projected cash flows over the going concern assessment period. This base case uses the most recent 
Board-approved forecasts that include the going concern assessment period;  expectations of the 
continued supply chain challenges related to semiconductor shortages, the diminishing impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic and 
prevailing financial conditions including the impact of inflationary pressures on material costs. JLR saw a gradual improvement in 
chip supply during the quarter ended 31 March 2022 leading to improved production and wholesale volumes compared to the 
previous two quarters. This is expected to continue through the year ending 31 March 2023 although the situation remains 
uncertain. 
 
The base case assumes an improvement in wholesale volumes in the Going Concern Assessment Period compared to the 
previous twelve months, reflecting gradual improvement in semiconductor supply, and proactive management of semiconductor 
supplies to maximise production of higher margin products. 
 
JLR has also carried out a reverse stress test against the base case to determine the decline in wholesale volume over a twelve-
month period that would result in a liquidity level that breaches financing covenants. The reverse stress test assumes continued 
supply constraints resulting in demand that exceeds supply over the twelve-month period and assumes optimisation of supply to 
maximise production of higher margin products. 
 
In order to reach a liquidity level that breaches covenants, it would require a sustained decline in wholesale volumes of more than 
60% compared to the base case over a twelve-month period. The reverse stress test reflects the variable profit impact of the 
wholesale volume decline, and assumes all other assumptions are held in line with the base case. It does not reflect other 
potential upside measures that could be taken in such a reduced volume scenario; or any new funding. 
 
JLR does not consider this scenario to be plausible given that the stress test volumes are significantly lower than the volumes 
achieved during both the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic and the worst quarter of semiconductor shortages. JLR has a record 
order bank as at 31 March 2022 and is confident that it can significantly exceed reverse stress test volumes. 
 
JLR has considered the impact of severe but plausible downside scenarios and the expected wholesale volumes under each of 
these scenarios is much higher than under the reverse stress test.  
 
The management, after making appropriate enquiries and taking into consideration the risks and uncertainties facing the Group, 
consider that the Group has adequate financial resources to continue in operational existence throughout the Going Concern 
Assessment Period, meeting its liabilities as they fall due. Accordingly, the management continue to adopt the going concern 
basis in preparing these consolidated financial statements. 

 
. 
 

  Measurement of fair values 
  Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market 

participants at the measurement date, regardless of whether that price is directly observable or estimated using another valuation 
technique.  In estimating the fair value of an asset or a liability, the Group takes into account the characteristics of the asset or 
liability which market participants would take those characteristics into account when pricing the asset or liability at the 
measurement date. Subsequent to initial recognition, the Group determines the fair value of financial instruments that are quoted 
in active markets using the quoted bid prices (financial assets held) or quoted ask prices (financial liabilities held) and using 
valuation techniques for other instruments. Valuation techniques include the discounted cash flow method and other valuation 
models. 

 

 In addition, for financial reporting purposes, fair value measurements are categorised into Level 1, 2 or 3 based on the degree to 
which the inputs to the fair value measurements are observable and the significance of the inputs to the fair value measurement 
in its entirety, which are described as follows: 

  

 Level 1 quoted prices in an active market includes financial instruments that are measured by reference to quoted prices 
(unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets and liabilities; 
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 Level 2 valuation techniques with observable inputs hierarchy includes financial assets and liabilities measured using 
input other than quoted prices included within level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability either directly (i.e. as 
prices) or indirectly (i.e. derived from prices); and 

 
 Level 3 valuation techniques with significant unobservable inputs include financial assets and liabilities measured using 

inputs that are not based on observable market data. Fair values are determined in whole or in part using a valuation 
model based on assumptions that are neither supported by prices from observable current market transactions in the 
same instrument nor are they based on available market data. 
 

Use of estimates and judgements 
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with SFRS(I) requires the use of judgements, estimates and assumptions that 
affect the reported amounts of assets and liabilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of income and 
expenses during the reporting period.  Those that are significant to the Group are discussed separately below. Note 11 provides 
further details of the impairment testing, including disclosing additional sensitivities performed. 

   

(i)    Judgements 
anagement has made the following judgements, which have the most  

significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements: 
 

Revenue recognition: The Group uses judgement to determine when control of its goods, primarily vehicles and parts, pass to the 
customer. This is assessed with reference to indicators of control, including the risks and rewards of ownership and legal title with 
reference to the underlying terms of the customer contract. Refer to note 2(c) (Revenue recognition) for further information. 

Assessment of cash-generating units: The Group has determined that JLR is one cash-generating unit.  This is on the basis that 
there are no smaller groups of assets that can be identified with certainty that generate specific cash inflows that are independent 
of the inflows generated by other assets or groups of assets.  Refer to note 11. 
 
Capitalisation of product engineering costs:  The Group applies judgement in determining at what point in a vehicle program's 
life cycle the recognition criteria under SFRS(I) 1-38 are satisfied. Refer note 2(j) for further information. 
 
Deferred tax asset recognition: The extent to which deferred tax assets can be recognised is based on an assessment of the 
availability of future taxable income against which the deductible temporary differences and tax loss carry-forwards can be utilised. 
The Group has exercised judgement in determining the jurisdictions in which deferred tax assets have not been fully recognised. 
This has been done based on forecast profitability and historical results of the companies in which the deferred tax assets arise.  
 
Corporate tax uncertainities: Judgement has been exercised in assessing the potential impact of any legal or economic limits or 
uncertainties in various tax jurisdictions. 
 
(ii) Estimates and assumptions 
The areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the financial statements are as described below. The estimates and 
associated assumptions are based on historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the 
circumstances, the results of which form the basis of making the judgements about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are 
not readily apparent from other sources.  Actual results may differ from these estimates. Significant estimates are those that have a 
significant risk of resulting in a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next year. Other 
estimates are those that may affect carrying amounts in the longer-term. 
 
Significant estimates 
 

Impairment of intangible and tangible fixed assets: The Group has intangible assets with indefinite lives and therefore tests 
annually whether intangible and tangible fixed assets have suffered any impairment. Key assumptions and sensitivities for 
impairment are disclosed in note 11.  
 
Retirement benefit obligation: The present value of the post-employment benefit obligations depends on a number of factors and  
assumptions including discount rate, inflation and mortality assumptions. Key assumptions and sensitivities for post-employment 
benefit obligations are disclosed in note 22. 
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Other estimates 
Investment in equity accounted investment: refer note 2(m) for further information. 

Product warranties: The Group provides product warranties on all new vehicle sales.  Provisions are generally recognised when 
vehicles are sold or when new warranty programs are initiated. Based on historical warranty claim experience, assumptions have to 
be made on the type and extent of future warranty claims and customer goodwill (representing the Groups constructive obligation 
to its customers when managing those warranty claims), as well as on possible recall campaigns. These assessments are based 
on experience of the frequency and extent of vehicle faults and defects in the past.  In addition, the estimates also include 
assumptions on the amounts of potential repair costs per vehicle and the effects of possible time or mileage limits.  The provisions 
are regularly adjusted to reflect new information. Refer to note 20.  

The Group also has back-to-back contractual arrangements with its suppliers in the event that a vehicle fault is proven to be a 
supplier's fault.  Estimates are made of the expected reimbursement claims based upon historical levels of recoveries by supplier, 
adjusted for inflation and applied to the population of vehicles under warranty at the balance sheet date.  Supplier reimbursement 
claims are presented as separate assets within note 6. 

The Group notes that changes in the automotive environment regarding the increasing impact of battery electric vehicles presents 
its own significant challenges, particularly due to the lack of historical data available at this time to help inform estimates for future 
warranty claims, as well as any associated recoveries from suppliers due to such claims. The related provisions are therefore made 

efined as 
sufficient, real-world data becomes available. Supplier recoveries are recognised only when the Group considers there to be virtual 
certainty over the reimbursement, which also requires historical evidence to support. 

 
Variable marketing expense: refer note 2(c) (Sales incentives) for further information. 

  
Uncertain tax provisions: refer note 2(g) (Income taxes) for further information. 
 
Restructuring: refer note 20 (Provision) for further information. 
. 

(iii) Impact of COVID-19 
The Group has exercised its judgment in evaluating the impact of COVID-19 on the financial statements in response to the rapidly 
developing environment during the pandemic. A number of areas have been identified as being relevant for consideration, and are 

 assessment of accounting estimates and judgments, and where required, referenced further 
within the specific note: 

 Taxation; 
 Capitalisation of product engineering cost; 
 Inventory valuation, see note 7;  
 Residual value risk, see note 20;  
 Product warranty, see note 20;  
 Lease payments 

  
New standards and interpretations not yet adopted

 
A number of new standards, interpretations and amendments to standards are effective for annual periods beginning after 1 April 
2022 and earlier application is permitted; however, the Group has not early adopted the new or amended standards and 
interpretations in preparing these financial statements. 

The following new SFRS (I)s, interpretations and amendments to FRSs are not expected to have a significant impact on the 
s financial statements. 

o SFRS(I) 17 Insurance Contracts 
o Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current (Amendments to SFRS(I) 1-1) 
o Reference to the Conceptual Framework (Amendments to SFRS(I) 3) 
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o Property, Plant and Equipment  Proceeds Before Intended Use (Amendments to SFRS(I) 16) 
o Onerous Contracts  Costs of Fulfilling a Contract (Amendments to SFRS(I) 1-37) 

 
b) Basis of consolidation 

 Subsidiary corporations 
Subsidiaries are entities controlled by the Company. Control exists when the Company has power over the investee, is exposed or 
has rights to variable return from its involvement with the investee, and has the ability to use its power to affect its returns.  In 
assessing control, potential voting rights that currently are exercisable are taken into account, as well as other contractual 
arrangements that may influence control. All subsidiaries of the Group given in note 14 are included in the consolidated financial 
statements.  

 

           Inter-company transaction and balances including unrealised profits are eliminated in full on consolidation.  
 

 Joint ventures and associates (equity-accounted investments)  
 Joint ventures are those entities over whose activities the Group has joint control, established by contractual agreement and 

requiring unanimous consent for decisions about the relevant activities of the entity, being those activities that significantly affect 
trol. 

Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial and operating policy decisions of the investee and is presumed to 
exist when the Group holds between 20 and 50 per cent of the voting power of the investee. 

 
 Joint ventures and associates a

investment includes goodwill identified on acquisition, net of any accumulated impairment losses.  The consolidated financial 
f the income and expenses, other comprehensive income, and equity movements of equity 

accounted investments, from the date that joint control or significant influence commences until the date that joint control or 
significant influence ceases.  When the Gr
carrying amount of that interest (including any long-term investments) is reduced to nil and the recognition of further losses is 
discontinued except to the extent that the Group has an obligation or has made payments on behalf of the investee. 

 
 When the Group transacts with an associate or joint venture of the Group, profits and losses are eliminated to the extent of the 

 
 

 Dividends received are recognized when the right to receive payment is established. 
 

 Subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures in the separate financial statements 
 tatement of financial position at cost less 

accumulated impairment losses. 
  
c) Revenue recognition  

Revenue comprises the consideration earned by the Group in respect of the output of its ordinary activities. It is measured based 
on the consideration specified in the contract with the customer and excludes amounts collected on behalf of third parties, and net 
of settlement discounts, bonuses, rebates, and sales incentives. The Group  primary customers from the sale of vehicles, parts 
and accessories, fleet and corporate customers, and other third-party distributors. The Group recognises revenue when it 
transfers control of a good or service to a customer, thus evidencing the satisfaction of the associated performance obligation 
under that contract.  

 
As described in note 40, the Group operates with a single automotive reporting segment, principally generating revenue from the 
sales of vehicles, parts, and accessories. 

The sale of vehicles also can include additional services provided to the customer at the point of sale, for which the individual 
vehicle and services are accounted for as separate performance obligations, as they are considered separately identifiable.  The 
contract transaction price is allocated among the identified performance obligations based on their stand-alone selling prices.  
Where the stand-alone selling price is not readily available and observable, it is estimated using an appropriate alternative 
approach. 
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Significant Revenue 
Areas 

Nature, timing of satisfaction of performance obligations, and significant payment 
terms 

Vehicles, parts, and 
accessories (and 
other goods) 

The Group recognises revenue on the sale of vehicles, parts, and accessories at the point 
he contract 

with the customer as to when control transfers to them. The overall principle of control 
under SFRS(I) 15 considers which party has the ability to direct the use of an asset and to 
obtain substantially all of the remaining economic benefits. 
 
Determining the transfer of control with regards to the sale of goods is driven by a 
consideration of a number of factors, including: 
- The point at which the risks and rewards of ownership pass to the customer; 
- The point at which the customer takes physical possession of the good or product; 
- The point at which the customer accepts the good or product; 
- The point at which the Group has a present right to payment for the sale of the good 

or product, and; 
- The point at which legal title to the good or product transfers to the customer. 

 
In the vast majority of cases, the sale of the relevant good is recognised at the point of 
dispatch (at release to the carrier responsible for transportation to the customer), or the 
point of delivery to the customer. 
 
In some instances, revenue may be recognised on a bill-and-hold basis where vehicles, for 

holding compound on behalf of the customer ahead of being physically transferred to them 
at a future time. Such arrangements meet the criteria for bill-and-hold arrangements under 
SFRS(I) 15 to ensure that the customer has obtained the ultimate control of the product 
when revenue is recognised. 
 
The reason for the bill-and-hold is substantive (as the customer requests the Company to 
retain possession, usually due to a lack of available space at their own premises), the 
vehicles are identifiable as separately belonging to the customer (on the basis that each 
vehicle has a unique Vehicle Identification Number), the vehicle must be ready for physical 
transfer to the customer (which it is, given that it is fully built and safety-checked off the 
manufacturing line), and the Group does not have the ability to use the vehicle or direct it 
elsewhere. 
 
The Group operates with financing partners across the world who provide wholesale 
financing arrangements to the retail network for vehicle sales, which enables cash 
settlement to occur immediately (usually within 2 working days) for purchases from the 
Group.  
 
For the sale of parts and accessories, the Group typically receives payment in line with the 
invoice payment terms stipulated and agreed with its customers, which are usually 30 
days. 

Sales incentives The costs associated with providing sales support and incentives (variable marketing 
expense) are considered to be variable components of consideration, thus reducing the 
amount of revenue recognised by the Group. Under SFRS(I) 15, the Group ensures that 
variable consideration is recognised to the extent of the amount of consideration to which 
it ultimately expects to be entitled.  
 
To meet this principle, the Group constrains its estimate of variable consideration to 
include amounts only to the extent that it is highly probable that a significant reversal in the 
amount of cumulative revenue recognised will not occur when the uncertainty associated 
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with such variability is subsequently resolved. 
 
The Group estimates the expected sales incentive by market and considers uncertainties 
including competitor pricing, ageing of dealer stock and local market conditions. The 
constraint on variable consideration is estimated with reference to historical accuracy, 
current market conditions and a prospective assessment considering relevant geopolitical 
factors, including global stock positions for both the Group and its third party dealer 
network reflecting the pipeline of vehicle inventory for sale to end customers.  
 
Variable consideration received for contracts with multiple performance obligations is 
allocated to all such obligations only when applicable. For example, with the sale of a 
vehicle, the cost of the incentive provided is allocated entirely to the vehicle as its purpose 
is to incentivise the sale of the vehicle rather than support any additional obligations.  

Scheduled 
maintenance 
contracts 

Scheduled maintenance contracts sold with a vehicle provide the end customer with the 
benefit of bringing their vehicle to a dealership for the routine maintenance required to 
maintain compliance for warranty purposes. 
 
The majority of plans sold by the Group are complimentary with the vehicle, thus payment 
is received at the same time as the proceeds from the vehicle sale, at which point the 
amount is recognised as a contract liability based on the stand-alone selling price, which is 
measured using a cost-plus approach. 
 
Revenue is recognised based on the expected performance of the services from the point 
of a vehicle being retailed to an end customer and aligned to the expected costs to fulfil 
those services based on historical information. 

Telematics Telematics features provide a service to the customer typically aligned to the warranty 
period of the vehicle, allowing a vehicle to connect and interact with an end 
mobile phone. 
 
The Group typically receives payment relating to telematics features up-front at the same 
time as the proceeds from the vehicle sale, at which point the amount is recognised as a 
contract liability based on the stand-alone selling price. For optional features, this is 
measured at the observable option price and for standard-fit features is measured using a 
cost-plus basis. The standalone selling price for telematics subscription renewals is 
measured at the renewal price offered to the customer.   
 
Revenue is recognised on a straight line basis over the term of the service from the point 
of the vehicle being retailed to an end customer in line with the expected costs to fulfil 
those services. 

Warranty 
considerations  as a 
service 

Vehicles and parts sold by the Group include a standard warranty to guarantee the vehicle 
complies with agreed-upon specifications for a defined period of time. Where the warranty 
offering to the end customer exceeds the standard market expectation for similar products, 
or provides a service in excess of the assurance that the agreed-upon specification is met, 
the Group considers this to constitute a service to the end customer and therefore a 
separate performance obligation. Revenue is only recognised in the period to which the 
warranty service relates, up to which point it is recognised as a contract liability. 

Repurchase 
arrangements 

Some contracts with customers include an option or obligation for the Group to repurchase 
the product sold (including repurchasing a product originally sold as part of an amended 
p
customers or in contract manufacturing arrangements that the Group is party to. 
 
The Group does not recognise revenue on the original sale, as it retains ultimate control of 
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statement of financial position and the consideration received from the customer is treated 
as a liability.  
 
Where the contractual repurchase price is less than the original sale price, the transaction 
is accounted for as a lease and where the contractual repurchase price is more than or 
equal to the original sale price the transaction is accounted for as a financing 
arrangement. Revenue recognised under such lease arrangements is outside of the scope 
of SFRS(I)15 and instead is recognised in line with SFRS(I)16 Leases.  
 
Revenue relating to the good or product is recognised only when it is sold by the Group 
with no repurchase obligation or option attached. 

Returns obligations, 
refunds and similar 
obligations 

Vehicle sales do not typically include allowances for returns or refunds, although in some 
markets there is legislative requirement for Jaguar Land Rover as an automotive 
manufacturer to repurchase or reacquire a vehicle if quality issues arise that have been 
remedied a number of times and where the owner no longer wishes to own the vehicle as 
a result  
 
Regarding other goods, where rights of return may be prevalent, the Group estimates the 
level of returns based on the historical data for specific products, adjusted as necessary to 
estimate returns for new products. Revenue is not recognised for expected returns - 
instead the Group recognises a refund liability and asset where required.  
 

 
 

 
d) Cost recognition  

Costs and expenses are recognised when incurred and are classified according to their nature. 
 

Expenditures are capitalised, where appropriate, in accordance with the policy for internally generated intangible assets and 
represent employee costs, stores and other manufacturing supplies, and other expenses incurred for product development 
undertaken by the Group. 
 

Material and other cost of sales as reported in the statement of profit or loss is presented net of the impact of realised foreign 
exchange relating to derivatives hedging cost exposures. 
 

e)     Provisions  
A provision is recognised if, as a result of a past event, the Group has a present legal or constructive obligation that can be 
estimated reliably, and it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation. When the effect 
of the time value of money is material, provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows using a pre-tax 
rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the liability. Provisions are held 
for product warranty, legal and product liabilities, residual risks, environment liabilities, other employee benefit obligations and 
restructuring as detailed in note 20 to the consolidated financial statements. 
 

f)        Foreign currency transactions and translation 
The consolidated financial statements of the Group and the statement of financial position and statement of changes in equity of 
the Company are presented in Pound Sterling (£), which is the functional currency of the Company and the presentation currency 
for the consolidated financial statements. 

Transactions in foreign currencies are recorded at the exchange rate prevailing on the date of transaction. Foreign currency 
denominated monetary assets and liabilities are re-measured into the functional currency at the exchange rate prevailing on the 
balance sheet date.Exchange differences are recognised in the statement of profit or loss as foreign exchange gain/(loss). For the 
purpos Pound Sterling at the 
exchange rate prevailing at the end of the reporting period, and the income and expenses at the average rate of exchange for the 
respective months. Exchange differences arising are recognised in other comprehensive income and accumulated in equity. 
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g) Income taxes  
Income tax expense comprises current and deferred taxes. Income tax expense is recognised in the statement of profit or loss, 
except when related to items that are recognised outside of profit or loss (whether in other comprehensive income or directly in 
equity), or where related to the initial accounting for a business combination. In the case of a business combination, the tax effect 
is included in the accounting for the business combination. Current income taxes are determined based on respective taxable 
income of each taxable entity and tax rules applicable for respective tax jurisdictions. 
 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognised for the future tax consequences of temporary differences between the carrying 
values of assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases, and unutilised business loss and depreciation carry-forwards and 
tax credits. Such deferred tax assets and liabilities are computed separately for each taxable entity and for each taxable 
jurisdiction. Deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is probable that future taxable income will be available against 
which the deductible temporary differences, unused tax losses, depreciation carry forwards and unused tax credits could be 
utilised. The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each reporting date and reduced to the extent that it is no 
longer probable that sufficient taxable profits.  
 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured based on the tax rates that are expected to apply in the year when the asset is 
realised or the liability is settled, and on the tax rates and tax laws that have been enacted or substantively enacted by the 
balance sheet date. 
 

Current and deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets 
against current tax liabilities and when they relate to income taxes levied by the same taxation authority and the Group intends to 
settle its current tax assets and liabilities on a net basis. 
 
The extent to which deferred tax assets can be recognised is based on an assessment of the probability that future taxable 
income will be available against which the deductible temporary differences and tax loss carry-forwards can be utilised. 
 
Tax provisions are recognised for uncertain tax positions where a risk of an additional tax liability has been identified and it is 
probable that the Group 
outcome of decisions by tax authorities in the various tax jurisdictions in which the Group operates. This is assessed on a case-
by-case basis using in-house experts, professional firms and previous experience. Where no provision is required the exposure is 
disclosed as a contingent liability in note 36 unless the likelihood of an outflow of economic benefits is remote.  
 
Judgement is required in assessing the impact of any legal or economic limits or uncertainties in various tax jurisdictions. 
 

h) Inventories  
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost of raw materials, components and consumables are 
ascertained on a first-in-first-out basis. Cost, including fixed and variable production overheads, are allocated to work-in-progress 
and finished goods determined on a full absorption cost basis. Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary 
course of business less estimated cost of completion and selling expenses.  
 
Inventories include vehicles sold subject to repurchase arrangements. These vehicles are carried at cost to the Group and are 
amortised in changes in stocks and work-in-progress to their residual values (i.e. estimated second hand sale value) over the term 
of the arrangement.  

i) Property, plant and equipment  
Property, plant and equipment is stated at cost of acquisition or construction less accumulated depreciation and accumulated 
impairment, if any. 
 

Freehold land is measured at cost and is not depreciated.  

Cost includes purchase price, non-recoverable taxes and duties, labor cost and direct overheads for self-constructed assets and 
other direct costs incurred up to the date the asset is ready for its intended use.  

Interest cost incurred for constructed assets is capitalised up to the date the asset is ready for its intended use, based on 
borrowings incurred specifically for financing the asset or the weighted average rate of all other borrowings, if no specific 
borrowings have been incurred for the asset.   
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Depreciation is charged on a straight-line basis over estimated useful lives of the assets. Estimated useful lives of the assets are 
as follows:  

 

Particulars Estimated useful life 
Buildings 20 to 40 years 
Plant and equipments and leased assets 3 to 30 years 
Vehicles 3 to 10 years 
Computers 3 to 6 years 
Furniture and fixtures 3 to 20 years 

The depreciation for property, plant and equipment with finite useful lives is reviewed at least each year end. Changes in expected 
useful lives are treated as change in accounting estimates.    
 

Assets held under finance leases are depreciated over their expected useful lives on the same basis as owned assets or, where 
shorter, the term of the relevant lease. Freehold land is measured at cost and is not depreciated. Residual values are reassessed 
on an annual basis. 
 

Depreciation is not recorded on assets under construction until construction and installation are complete and the asset is ready 
for its intended use. Assets under construction includes capital advances. Depreciation is not recorded on heritage assets as the 
Group considers their residual value to approximate their cost.  
 
An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised on disposal or when it is withdrawn from use and no future economic 
benefits are expected from its disposal. Any gain or loss arising from derecognition is included in profit or loss. 
 
An annual review of the carrying value of heritage assets is performed as the assets are held at cost and not depreciated. Any 
write-down in the carrying value of heritage assets is recognised immediately in the consolidated income statement. 
 
 

j) Intangible assets  
 
 Acquired intangible assets 

Intangible assets purchased, including those acquired in business combination, are measured at cost or fair value as of the date 
of acquisition where applicable less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment, if any.  

Intangible assets with indefinite lives are reviewed annually to determine whether indefinite-life assessment continues to be 
supportable. If not, the change in the useful-life assessment from indefinite to finite is made on a prospective basis.   
 
For intangible assets with finite lives, amortisation is charged on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful lives of the 
acquired intangible assets as per the estimated amortisation periods below: 
 

Particulars Estimated amortisation period 
Patents and technological know-how 2 to 12 years 
Customer related - retailer network 20 years 
Software 2 to 8 years 
Intellectual property rights and other intangible 3 years to indefinite 

 
The amortisation period for intangible assets with finite useful lives is reviewed at least at each reporting period. Changes in 
expected useful lives are treated as changes in accounting estimates.  
 

Capital work-in-progress includes capital advances. Customer related intangible acquired in a business combination consists of 
dealer network. Intellectual property rights and other intangibles mainly consist of brand names, which are considered to have 
indefinite lives due to the longevity of the brands. 
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Internally generated intangible assets  
Research costs are charged to the statement of profit or loss in the period in which they are incurred.  
 

Product engineering costs incurred on new vehicle platform, engines, transmission and new products are recognised as intangible 
assets - when feasibility has been established, the Group has committed technical, financial and other resources to complete the 
development and it is probable that asset will generate probable future economic benefits. The costs capitalised include the cost 
of materials, direct labor and directly attributable overhead expenditure incurred up to the date the asset is available for use. 
Interest cost incurred is capitalised up to the date the asset is ready for its intended use, based on borrowings incurred specifically 
for financing the asset or the weighted average rate of all other borrowings if no specific borrowings have been incurred for the 
asset.  
 
Product engineering cost is amortised over the life of the related product being a period between 2 and 10 years. Capitalised 
development expenditure is measured at cost less accumulated amortisation and accumulated impairment loss, if any. 
Amortisation is not recorded on product engineering in progress until development is complete.  
 
The Group undertakes significant levels of research and development activity, and for each vehicle programme a periodic review 

criteria under SFRS(I) 1-38 are satisfied and estimates the proportion of central overhead allocated. If a later point had been used 
then this would have had the impact of reducing the amounts capitalised as product engineering costs. If central overheads had 
not been allocated it would have reduced the amount capitalised by £52 million (2021: £80 million). 

 
 

        k) Leases  
At inception of a contract, the Group assesses whether a contract is, or contain a lease. A contract is, or contains, a lease if the 
contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for consideration. To assess 
whether a contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset, the Group assesses whether: 
 

 The contract involves the use of an identified asset  this may be specified explicitly or implicitly, and should be physically 
distinct or represent substantially all of the capacity of a physically distinct asset. If the supplier has a substantive 
substation right, then the asset is not identified; 

 The Group has the right to substantially all of the economic benefits from the use of the asset throughout the period of use; 
and 

 The Group has the right to direct the use of the asset. The Group has this right when it has the decision making rights that 
are most relevant to changing how and for what purposes the asset is used. In rare cases where the decision about how 
and for what purpose the asset is used is predetermined, the Group has the right to direct the use of the asset if either: 

o The Group has the right to operate the asset; or 
o The Group designed the asset in a way that predetermines how and for what purposes it will be used. 

 

At inception or on reassessment of a contract that contains a lease component, the Group allocates the consideration in the 
contract to each lease component on the basis of their relative stand-alone prices. 

 

The Group recognises a right-of-use asset and a lease liability at the lease commencement date. The right-of-use asset is initially 
measured at cost, which comprises of the initial amount of the lease liability adjusted for any lease payments made at or before 
the commencement date, plus any initial direct costs incurred and an estimate of costs to dismantle and remove the underlying 
asset or to restore the underlying asset or the site on which it is allocated, less any lease incentives received. The right-of-use 
asset is subsequently depreciated using the straight-line method over the shorter of the useful life of the leased asset and the 
expected lease term. If ownership of the leased asset is automatically transferred at the end of the lease term or the exercise of a 
purchase option is reflected in the lease payments, the right-of-use asset is amortised on a straight-line basis over the expected 
useful like of the leased asset. 

 

The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid at commencement date, 
discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if that rate cannot be readily determined, the 
borrowing rate. Generally, the Group uses its incremental borrowing rate as a discount rate. The lease liability is measured at 
amortised cost using the effective interest method. It is re-measured when there is a change in future lease payments. The Group 
has elected not to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for short-term leases that have a lease term of 12 months or 
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less and leases of low value assets. The Group associates the lease payments associated with these leases as an expense on a 
straight line basis over the lease term.  
 

Lease payments include fixed payments, i.e. amounts expected to be payable by the Company under residual value guarantee, 
the exercise price of a purchase option and lease payments in relation to lease extension option if the Company is reasonably 
certain to exercise purchase or extension options and payment of penalties for terminating the lease if the lease term considered 
reflects that the Company shall exercise termination option. 
 
The Group applies the practical expedient to not assess whether rent concessions occurring as a direct consequence of the 
COVID-19 pandemic that meet the following conditions are lease modifications: 

n for  
   the lease immediately preceding the change; 

due on or before 30 June 2021; and 
 

 
Changes to lease payments for such leases are accounted for as if they are not lease modifications. 
 

l) Impairment of property plant and equipment and intangible assets 
 

At each balance sheet date, the Group assesses whether there is any indication that any property plant and equipment and 
intangible assets may be impaired. If any such impairment indicator exists, the recoverable amount of an asset is estimated to 
determine the extent of impairment, if any. Where it is not possible to estimate the recoverable amount of an individual asset, the 
Group estimates the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.  

Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives and intangible assets not yet available for use, are tested for impairment annually or 
earlier if there is any indication that the asset may be impaired.  

Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less cost of disposal and value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated 
future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of 
the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset (or cash generating unit) for which the estimates of future cash flows 
have not been adjusted. 
 

If the recoverable amount of an asset (or cash-generating unit) is estimated to be less than its carrying amount, the carrying 
amount of the asset (or cash-generating unit) is reduced to its recoverable amount. An impairment loss is recognised immediately 
in the statement of profit or loss.  
 
An asset or (cash-generating unit) impaired in prior years is reviewed at each balance sheet date to determine whether there is 
any indication of a reversal of impairment loss recognised in prior years. 
 

An annual review of the carrying value for heritage assets is performed as the assets are held at cost and not depreciated and any 
write-down in the carrying value is recognised immediately in the statement of profit or loss. 
 

m)       Impairment of equity accounted investments: joint ventures and associates 
The requirements of SFRS(I) 1-28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures are applied to determine whether it is necessary 

he 
entire carrying amount of the investment (including goodwill) is tested for impairment in accordance with SFRS(I) 1-36 Impairment 
of Assets as a single asset by comparing its recoverable amount (the higher of value in use and fair value less costs of disposal) 
with its carrying amount. Any impairment loss recognised forms part of the carrying amount of the investment. Any reversal of that 
impairment loss is recognised in accordance with SFRS(I) 1-36 to the extent that the recoverable amount of the investment 
subsequently increases. 
 

n)       Government grants and incentives 
Government grants are recognised when there is reasonable assurance that the Group will comply with the relevant conditions 
and the grant will be received. Government grants are recognised as income either on a systematic basis when the Group 
recognises, as expenses, the related costs that the grants are intended to compensate or, immediately, if the costs have already 
been incurred. 
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Government grants related to assets are deducted from the cost of the asset and amortised over the useful life of the asset. 
Government grants related to income are presented as an offset against the related expenditure and Government grants that are 
awarded as incentives with no ongoing performance obligations to the Group are recognised as other income in the period the 
grant is received.  
 
Sales tax incentives received from Governments are recognised in the statement of profit or loss at the reduced tax rate and 
revenue is reported net of these sales tax incentives. 
 

o) Employee benefits  
 

i) Pension schemes  
One of the subsidiary Jaguar Land Rover operate several defined benefit pension ) plans; these include two large and one 
smaller defined benefit plan in the UK. The UK DB plans are administered by a separate trustee, the assets of the plans are 
generally held in separate funds selected and overseen by the trustee. These plans were contracted out of the state second 
pension ( S2P ) scheme until 5 April 2016. The plans provide benefits for members including a monthly pension after retirement 
based on salary and service as set out in the rules of each plan.  
 
Contributions to the plans by the Group take into consideration the results of actuarial valuations.  
 

The UK defined benefit plan were closed to the new joiners in April 2010. The Group also operate a number of small benefit 
arrangements worldwide (the liabilities for these amount to around 0.5% of the Group total). 
 

For defined benefit plan, the cost of providing benefits is determined using the projected unit credit method, with actuarial updates 
being carried out at the end of each reporting period. 
 

Defined benefit costs are split into four categories: 
 

 
rative expenses; and 

 
 

Remeasurement comprising actuarial gains and losses, the effect of the asset ceiling and the return on plan assets (excluding 
interest) is recognised immediately in the consolidated balance sheet with a charge or credit to the consolidated statement of 
comprehensive income in the period in which they occur. Remeasurement recorded in the statement of comprehensive income is 
not recycled. 
 

Past service cost, including curtailment gains and losses, is generally recognised in profit or loss in the period of plan amendment. 
Net interest is calculated by applying the discount rate at the beginning of the period to the net defined benefit liability, adjusted for 
expected cash flows during the period. From the year ended 31 March 2020, at the point a past service cost is incurred re-
measurement of the Income statement cost is considered and will be re-calculated if there is a material change. 
 

The Group presents these defined benefit costs within  of profit or loss.  
 

Separate defined contribution plans are available to all other employees of Jaguar Land Rover. Costs in respect of those schemes 
are charged to the statement of profit or loss as incurred.  

 
ii) Severance indemnity  
Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Company Limited ), a subsidiary corporation incorporated in Korea has an obligation 
towards severance indemnity, a defined benefit retirement plan, covering eligible employees. The plan provides for a lump sum 
payment to all employees with 
of service. Liability for severance indemnity is accounted based on an annual actuarial valuation.  
 
iii) Post-retirement Medicare scheme  
Under this unfunded scheme, employees of some of its subsidiaries receive medical benefits subject to certain limits of amount, 
periods after retirement and types of benefits, depending on their grade and location at the time of retirement. Employees 
separated from the Group as part of an Early Separation Scheme, on medical grounds or due to permanent disablement may also 
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be covered under the scheme. The applicable subsidiaries (and therefore, the Group) account for the liability for post-retirement 
medical scheme based on an annual actuarial valuation where appropriate. 
 
Actuarial gains and losses 
Actuarial gains and losses relating to retirement benefit plans are recognised in other comprehensive income in the year in which 
they arise. 
 

Measurement date  
           The measurement date of all retirement plans is 31 March.  
  

p)         Financial instruments 
 

i) Recognition and derecognition 
A financial instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset of one entity and a financial liability or equity instrument of 
another entity. Financial instruments are recognised on the statement of financial position when the Group becomes a party to the 
contractual provisions of the instrument.  
 

The Group derecognises a financial asset only when the contractual rights to the cash flows from the asset expires or it transfers 
the financial asset and substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the asset to another entity. If the Group neither 
transfers nor retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership and continues to control the transferred asset, the Group 
recognises its retained interest in the asset and an associated liability for amounts it may have to pay. If the Group retains 
substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of a transferred financial asset, the Group continues to recognise the financial 
asset and also recognises a collateralised borrowing for the proceeds received. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition is 
recognised in profit or loss. When a financial instrument is derecognised, the cumulative gain or loss in equity (if any) is 
transferred to the consolidated statement of profit or loss unless it was an equity instrument electively held at fair value through 
other comprehensive income. In this case, any cumulative gain or loss in equity is transferred to retained earnings. 
 

Financial assets are written-off when there is no reasonable expectation of recovery. The Group reviews the facts and 
circumstances around each asset before making a determination. Financial assets that are written-off could still be subject to 
enforcement activities. 
 

Financial liabilities are derecognised when they are extinguished, that is when the obligation is discharged, cancelled or has 
expired. 
 

ii) Initial measurement 
Initially, a financial instrument is recognised at its fair value. Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of 
financial instruments are recognised in determining the carrying amount, if it is not classified as at fair value through profit or loss. 
Transaction costs of financial instruments carried at fair value through profit or loss are expensed in profit or loss. 
 
Subsequently, financial instruments are measured according to the category in which they are classified. 
 

iii) Classification and measurement  financial assets 
Classification of financial assets is based on the business model in which the instruments are held as well as the characteristics of 

ons. Financial 
assets with embedded derivatives are considered in their entirety when determining whether their cash flows are solely payment 
of principal and interest. The Group reclassifies financial assets when and only when its business model for managing those 
assets changes. 
 

Financial assets are classified into three categories: 
 

Financial assets at amortised cost are non-derivative financial assets with contractual cash flows that consist solely of 
payments of principal and interest and which are held with the intention of collecting those contractual cash flows. Subsequently, 
these are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method less impairment losses, if any. These include cash and 
cash equivalents, contract assets, finance receivables and other financial assets. 
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Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income are non-derivative financial assets with contractual cash 
flows that consist solely of payments of principal and interest and which are held with the intention of collecting those contractual 
cash flows as well as to sell the financial asset. Subsequently, these are measured at fair value, with unrealised gains or losses 
being recognised in other comprehensive income apart from any expected credit losses or foreign exchange gains or losses, 
which are recognised in profit or loss. This category can also include financial assets that are equity instruments which have been 
irrevocably designated at initial recognition as fair value through other comprehensive income. For these assets, there is no 
expected credit loss recognised in profit or loss. 
 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are financial assets with contractual cash flows that do not consist solely of 
payments of principal and interest. This category includes derivatives, embedded derivatives separated from the host contract, or 
investments in certain convertible loan notes. Subsequently, these are measured at fair value, with unrealised gains or losses 
being recognised in profit or loss, with the exception of derivative instruments designated in a hedging relationship, for which 
hedge accounting is applied 
 
iv) Classification and measurement  financial liabilities 
Financial liabilities are classified as subsequently measured at amortised cost unless they meet the specific criteria to be 
recognised at fair value through statement of profit or loss. 
 

Other financial liabilities are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. 
 

Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss includes derivatives, embedded derivatives separated from the host 
contract as well as financial liabilities held for trading. Subsequent to initial recognition, these are measured at fair value with gains 
or losses being recognised in statement of profit or loss. Embedded derivatives relating to prepayment options on senior notes are 
not considered as closely related and are separately accounted unless the exercise price of these options is approximately equal 
on each exercise date to either the amortised cost of the senior notes or the present value of the lost interest for the remaining 
term of the senior notes. 

 
Impairment 
The Group recognises a loss allowance in profit or loss for expected credit losses on financial assets held at amortised cost or at 
fair value through other comprehensive income. Expected credit losses are forward looking and are measured in a way that is 
unbiased and represents a probability weighted amount, takes into account the time value of money (values are discounted back 
using the applicable effective interest rate) and uses reasonable and supportable information. 
 

Lifetime expected credit losses are calculated for assets that were deemed credit impaired at initial recognition or have 
subsequently become credit impaired as well as those where credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition. 
 

The Group adopts the simplified approach permitted in SFRS(I) 9 to apply lifetime expected credit losses to trade receivables and 
contract assets where credit risk is deemed low at the reporting date or to have not increased significantly, credit losses for the 
next 12 months are calculated. 
 

Credit risk has increased significantly when the probability of default has increased significantly. Such increases are relative and 
assessment may include external ratings (where available) or other information such as past due payments. Historic data and 
forward looking information are both considered. Objective evidence for a significant increase in credit risk may include where 
payment is overdue by 90 or more days as well as other information about significant financial difficulties of the borrower. 
 
Equity instruments 
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences residual interests in the assets of the Group after deducting all of its liabilities. 
Equity instruments issued by the Group are recorded at the proceeds received, net of direct issue costs. 
 

Investments in equity instruments are measured at fair value; however, where a quoted market price in an active market is not 
available, equity instruments are measured at cost (investments in equity instruments that are not held for trading). The Group has 
not elected to account for these investment at fair value through other comprehensive income. 
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Determination of fair value 
Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between market 
participants at the measurement date, regardless of whether that price is directly observable or estimated using another valuation 
technique. The fair value of a financial instrument on initial recognition is normally the transaction price. 
 
In estimating the fair value of an asset or liability, the Group takes into account the characteristics of the asset or liability if market 
participants would take those characteristics into account when pricing the asset or liability at the measurement date. Subsequent 
to initial recognition, the Group determines the fair value of financial instruments that are quoted in active markets using the 
quoted bid prices (financial assets held) or quoted ask prices (financial liabilities held) and using valuation techniques for other 
instruments. Valuation techniques include discounted cash flow method and other valuation models. 
 
Hedge accounting 
The Group uses foreign currency forward contracts, foreign currency options and borrowings denominated in foreign currency to 
hedge its risks associated with foreign currency fluctuations relating to highly probable forecast transactions. The Group 
designates these foreign currency forward contracts, foreign currency options and borrowing denominated in foreign currency in a 
cash flow hedging relationship by applying hedge accounting principles under SFRS(I) 9. 
 

The Group uses cross-currency interest rate swaps to convert some of its foreign currency denominated fixed-rate borrowings to £ 
floating rate borrowings. Hedge accounting is applied using both fair value and cash flow hedging relationships. The designated 
risks are foreign currency and interest rate risks. 
 

Derivative contracts are stated at fair value on the statement of financial position at each reporting date. 
 

At inception of the hedge relationship, the Group documents the economic relationship between the hedging instrument and the 
hedged item, including whether changes in the cash flows of the hedging instrument are expected to offset changes in the cash 
flows of hedged item. The Group documents its risk management objective and strategy for undertaking its hedging transactions. 
The Group designates only the intrinsic value of foreign exchange options in the hedging relationship. The Group designates 
amounts excluding foreign currency basis spread in the hedging relationship for both foreign exchange forward contracts and 
cross-currency interest rate swaps. Changes in the fair value of the derivative contracts that are designated and effective as 
hedges of future cash flows are recognised in the cash flow hedge reserve within other comprehensive income (net of tax), and 
any ineffective portion is recognised immediately in the consolidated statement of profit and loss. 
 

Changes in both the time value of foreign exchange options and foreign currency basis spread of foreign exchange forwards and 
cross-currency interest rate swaps are recognised in other comprehensive income (net of tax) in the cost of hedging reserve to the 

 
 

Changes in the fair value of contracts that are designated in a fair value hedge are taken to the consolidated statement of profit 
and loss. They offset the change in fair value, attributable to the hedged risks, of the borrowings designated as the hedged item. 
 

Hedge accounting is discontinued when the hedging instrument expires or is sold, terminated, exercised or no longer qualifies for 
hedge accounting. Amounts accumulated in equity are reclassified to the consolidated statement of profit and loss in the periods 
in which the forecast transactions affect profit or loss or as an adjustment to a non-financial item (e.g. inventory) when that item is 
recognised on the statement of financial position. These deferred amounts are ultimately recognised in statement of profit or loss 
as the hedged item affects profit or loss (for example through cost of goods sold). 
 

If the forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, the net cumulative gain or loss in equity, including deferred costs of 
hedging, is immediately transferred and recognised in the consolidated statement of profit and loss. 

 
Interest rate benchmark reform 
A reform of major interest rate benchmarks is being undertaken globally, including the replacement of some interbank offered 

h alternative risk- ). The Group has adopted Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (Phase 2) 
Amendments to SFRS(I)9, SFRS(I)39, SFRS(I) 7, SFRS(I)4 and SFRS(I)16 (effective 1 January 2022). The amendments permit 
modifications to asset and liability values as a direct consequence of the interest rate benchmark reform, and which are made on 
an economically equivalent basis (i.e. where the basis for determining contractual cash flows is the same), by only updating the 
effective interest rate. The amendments also provide relief from specific hedge accounting requirements. 
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At 31 March 2021, the G -hedged 
relationship exposures were indexed to GBP LIBOR and USD LIBOR. On 31 December 2021, the ICE Benchmark Administration 
(IBA), the FCA-regulated and authorised administrator of LIBOR, ceased to publish a number of IBOR benchmarks including GBP 
LIBOR. Most USD LIBORs will cease to be published after June 2023.  
 
During the year ended 31 March 2022, the Group converted its LIBOR exposures to risk-free rates in advance of the cessation 
date. This conversion included loans and derivatives which have been converted using fallback provisions. A number of 
derivatives which were converted using fallback provisions have not yet transitioned to RFR due to the timing of reprice dates. 
Loans held by the Group that reference USD LIBOR will continue to do so until June 2023. The expected impact of financial 
instruments yet to transition is immaterial for the Group. As a result of the fallback provision, the Group consider its exposure to 
interest rate benchmark reform at 31 March 2022 to be minimal. 
 

 
q)        Cash and cash equivalents 

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand, demand deposits and highly liquid investments with an original maturity of up 
to three months that are readily convertible into known amounts of cash and that are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in 
value. 

 

r)        Long Term Incentive Plan ( LTIP ) 
One of the subsidiary Jaguar Land Rover operates a share based payment LTIP arrangement for certain employees. The scheme 
provides a cash payment to the employee based on a specific number of phantom shares at grant date and the share price of 
Tata Motors Limited at the vesting date, subject to profitability and employment conditions. These are accounted for as cash 
settled arrangements, whereby a liability is recognised at fair value at the date of grant, using a Black Scholes model. At each 
balance sheet date until the liability is settled, the fair value of the liability is remeasured, with any corresponding changes in fair 
value recognised in statement of profit or loss. 
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3 Holding company and related party transactions

Significant transactions and balances with related parties during the year:
(£ millions)

 With  joint 
ventures of 
the Group 

 With Tata 
Sons Pvt Ltd 

and its 
subsidiaries 

and joint 
ventures 

 With ultimate 
parent 

company 

 With  joint 
ventures of 
the Group 

 With Tata 
Sons Pvt Ltd 

and its 
subsidiaries 

and joint 
ventures 

 With ultimate 
parent 

company 

Sale of products            (263)                     (2)                     (26) (284)             (2)                   (15)                    
Purchase of products                39                      0                       91 -               1                    76                     
Services received                 -                    152                       72 -               124                68                     
Services rendered (97)             -                 (1)                      (111)             -                 (1)                      
Trade and other receivables 30                                   -                         26 48                1                    33                     
Accounts payable                 -                     (16) (39)                    -               (13)                 (47)                    

Compensation of key management personnel
31-March-22 31-March-21

Short-term benefits                    20                       15 
Post-employment benefits                     -                           2 
Other long term employee benefits                    (1)                         2 
Compensation for loss of office                      5                       -   
Total 24                  19                     

The Company is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Tata Motors Limited, incorporated in India, which is also the ultimate holding company.

Some of the transactions and arrangements are between members of the group and the effect of these on the basis determined
between the parties is reflected in the financial statements. The intercompany balances are unsecured, interest-free and repayable on demand,
unless stated otherwise.

31-March-22 31-March-21
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(£ millions)
4 Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents consist of the following:

31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21

Cash and cash equivalents 4,382            3,897            96                 42                 

5 Allowance for trade and other receivables

31-March-22 31-March-21

Changes in allowances for trade and other receivables as follows:
At beginning of the year                  19 28                 
Provision made during the year                    5 6                   
Unused amount reversed (13)                (12)                
Written off during the year (6)                  (1)                  
Foreign exchange translation differences 1                   (2)                  
At end of ther year                    6 19                 

6 Other financial assets 
Other financial assets consist of the following:

31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21

Derivative financial instruments 185               281               -                1                   
Warranty reimbursement and other receivables 90                 74                 -                -                
Restricted bank deposits 32                 29                 18                 17                 
Accrued income 40                 28                 -                -                
Others 69                 88                 -                1                   
Total other current financial assets 416               500               18                 19                 

Restricted cash held as security 11                 9                   -                -                
Derivative financial instruments 126               249               29                 -                
Warranty reimbursement and other receivables                  73                   73                   -   -                
Others                  15                   21                    8 8                   
Total other non-current financial assets                225                 352                  37                     8 

Group Company

CompanyGroup

Group

Trade receivables with a contractual amount of £1 million (2021: £ nil) that were written-off during the year are still subject to enforcement activity.
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7 Inventories
Inventories consist of the following: (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21

Raw materials and consumables 244               171               
Work-in-progress 500               381               
Finished goods 2,192            2,566            
Inventory basis adjustment 29                 16                 
Total 2,965            3,134            

8 Other assets 
Other assets consist of the following :

31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21
Recoverable VAT, deposits 228               219               -                * -                *
Prepaid expenses 213               120               -                * -                *
Research and development credit 63                 104               -                -                
Others 13                 25                 -                * -                *
Total other current assets 517               468               -                * -                *

Prepaid expenses 24                 17                 -                -                
Research and development credit 4                   4                   -                -                
Others 8                   14                 -                -                
Total other non-current assets 36                 35                 -                -                

* Amount is less than £1 million.

Group

Group Company

Inventories of finished goods include £361 million (2021: £406 million), relating to vehicles sold to rental car companies, fleet customers and
others with guaranteed repurchase arrangements.

During the year ended 31 March 2022, the Group recorded an inventory write-down expense of £10 million (2021: £7 million) This included
the impact of COVID-19 as part of the Group's inventory provisioning methodolgy. The write-down is included in materials, components

Cost of inventories (including cost of purchased products) recognised as an expense during the year amounted to £12,945 million (2021:
£14,231 million).
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9 Property, Plant and equipment 
(£ millions)

Group
Land and 
buildings

Plant and 
equipment

Vehicles Computers
Furniture 

and fixtures
Heritage 
assets

Under 
construction

Total

Cost as at 31 March 2021 2,665       10,399       22          193             143              50          693                14,165        
Additions 1              -             -         13               12                -         657                683             
Transfers 54            1,069         1            -              -               -         (1,110)            14               
Disposal (1)             (84)             (5)           (5)                (8)                 (1)           -                 (104)           
Impairment / assets write-down -           -             -         -              -               (3)           (7)                   (10)             
Currency translation differences (2)             (3)               (1)           1                 (3)                 -         -                 (8)               
Assets classified as held for 
sale (8)             -             -         -              -               (2)           -                 (10)             
Cost as at 31 March 2022        2,709        11,381            17              202                144           44 233                14,730        
Accumulated depreciation and impairment
as at 31 March 2021

          540          6,809            11              114                  92           31 
-                 7,597          

Depreciation charge for the year           113             736              2                15                    8            -   -                 874             
Impairment / assets write-down -           -             -         -              -               -         -                 -             
Disposal (1)             (84)             (1)           (5)                (6)                 -         -                 (97)             
Assets classified as held for 
sale (6)             -             -         -              -               -         (6)               
Currency translation differences              (1)                (3)            -                    2                    2 -         -                 -             
Accumulated depreciation and impairment 
as at 31 March 2022

          645          7,458            12              126                  96 
31          -                 8,368          

Net carrying amount as at 31 March 2022 2,064       3,923         5            76               48                13          233                6,362          

Cost as at 31 March 2020        2,667          9,831            19              195                145           54                 734         13,645 
Additions -           10              6            -              2                  -         829                847             
Transfer 27            606            -         -              -               -         (633)               -             
Disposal (5)             (15)             (3)           (1)                (3)                 (4)           -                 (31)             
Impairment / assets write-down -           -             -         -              -               -         (237)               (237)           
Currency translation differences (24)           (33)             -         (1)                (1)                 -         -                 (59)             
Cost as at 31 March 2021 2,665       10,399       22          193             143              50          693                14,165        
Accumulated depreciation and impairment 
as at 31 March 2020 429          6,061         9            101             87                31          -                 6,718          
Depreciation charge for the year 112          771            4            16               9                  -         -                 912             
Impairment / assets write-down 4              2                -         -              -               -         -                 6                 
Disposal (3)             (15)             (2)           (1)                (3)                 -         -                 (24)             
Currency translation differences (2)             (10)             -         (2)                (1)                 -         -                 (15)             
Accumulated depreciation and impairment 
as at 31 March 2021

540          6,809         11          114             92                31          -                 7,597          

Net carrying amount as at 31 March 2021 2,125       3,590         11          79               51                19          693                6,568          

Impairment / assets write-down for the year ending 31 March 2022 include £7 million (2021: £243 million) in relation to the Reimagine
strategy.The write-down expense has been recognised in profit or loss.Further information about impairment is included in note 11.

As part of the review of the carrying value of property, plant and equipment, £3 million (2021:£nil) of heritage vehicles have been written down
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 (£ millions)

10 Intangible assets

Group

Software

Patents and 
technolog-
ical know 

how

Customer 
related - 
dealer 

network

Intellectual 
property rights 

and other 
intangibles

Capitalised 
product 

development

Product 
development 
in progress

Total

Cost as at 31 March 2021 877          147             61             652                  8,990             1,090             11,817          
Other additions / adjustments 25            -              -           -                   -                 457                482               
Transfers -           -              -           -                   989                (987)               2                   
Impairment / assets write-down -           -              -           -                   -                 (9)                   (9)                 
Disposals / adjustments (5)             -              -           (2)                     (955)               -                 (962)             
Foreign exchange -           -              -           -                   2                    -                 2                   
Cost as at 31 March 2022 897          147             61             650                  9,026             551                11,332          
Accumulated amortisation as at 31 March  
2021 610          147             44             169                  5,456             -                 6,426            
Amortisation charge for the year              71                 -                  2                        3 918                -                 994               
Disposals / adjustments              (5)                 -                 -                        (2) (955)               -                 (962)             
Accumulated amortisation as at 31 March
2022

           676              147              46                    170 
5,419             -                 6,458            

Net carrying amount at 31 March 2022 221          -              15             480                  3,607             551                4,874            

Cost as at 31 March 2020 794          147             61             649                  7,575             2,489             11,715          
Other additions / adjustments              84                 -                 -   3                      (3)                   758                842               
Transfers              -                   -                 -   -                   1,408             (1,408)            -               
Impairment / assets write-down -           -              -           -                   -                 (749)               (749)             
Disposals / adjustments              (1)                 -                 -                        -                      10                    -                      9 
Cost as at 31 March 2021            877              147              61                    652               8,990               1,090           11,817 
Accumulated amortisation as at 31 March  
2020 530          147             48             157                  4,552             -                 5,434            
Amortisation charge for the year 82            -              2               4                      896                -                 984               
Disposals / adjustments (2)             -              (6)             8                      8                    -                 8                   
Accumulated amortisation as at 31 March 
2021 610          147             44             169                  5,456             -                 6,426            
Net carrying amount at 31 March 2021 267          -              17             483                  3,534             1,090             5,391            

Impairment / asset write-down for the year ending 31 March 2022 include £nil (2021: £709 million) in relation to the subsidiary JLR's Reimagine
strategy. The Reimagine related write-down expense has been recognised in cost at Jaguar Land Rover-Asset write downs, employees
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11 Impairment Testing of Jaguar Land Rover Business

Climate risk

Key assumptions

(i) the recoverable amount is most sensitive;
(ii) involve a significant amount of judgement and estimation; and

The value of key assumptions used to calculate the recoverable amount are as follows:

2022 2021
Pre-tax discount rate 13.40% 13.60%
Terminal value variable profit* (%GVR) 24.8% 21.4%
Terminal value capital expenditure (%GVR) 10.0% 8.9%
*Based on forecast variable profit per unit and volumes

As at 31 March

The operation of its subsidiary JLR' represents a single cash-generating unit ('CGU'). This is because of the closely connected nature of the cash flows and the degree of integrated development and
manufacturing activities.

In response to the annual requirement of SFRS(I) 36, management performed an impairment assessment of its JLR, CGU as at 31 March 2022. 

JLR has considered it appropriate to undertake the impairment assessment with reference to the latest business plan that was in effect as at the reporting date. The business plan includes a five-year cash flow

In forecasting the future cash flows, management have given due consideration to recent performance and variable profit optimisation efforts and have adjusted some of the assumptions in the business plan, in
line with the requirements of SFRS (I) 36,to take into account possible variations in the amount or timing of future cashflows. Additionally, management has considered other risks that impact future cash flows,
namely:

-Terminal value capital expenditure 5-year cash flows timing and amount are based on the latest Cycle Plan. The terminal value has been derived based on the directors best estimate of a maintenance level
of capital expenditure which has been derived from depreciation and amortisation expectations and funding requirements in responses to longer-term industry trends, and risks, which are anticipated in the VIU
calculation. Due to the significance of terminal value capital expenditure the directors consider this to be a key assumption.

-Discount rate the approach to determining the discount rate is based on the Capital Asset Pricing Model and a market participant after tax cost of debt. These inputs are based on a typical build up approach.

The discount rate is regarded as a key assumption as it is the rate which drives the discounted cashflows used to determine the VIU of the CGU.

Sensitivity to reasonably possible changes to key assumptions

Management considers the variable profit and volumes assumptions to be interdependent as movement in one assumption will impact the other. For example, the profit optimisation efforts discussed above will
likely result in higher average variable profit per unit with lower volumes whereas a focus on volumes would likely see a reduction in the average variable profit per unit. Consequently, the terminal value variable
profit sensitivity below incorporates sensitivity in volumes via the impact on variable profit.

For the current year assessment, the recoverable value was determined using the value in use ('VIU') approach outlined in SFRS(1) 36. No impairment was identified as the CGU recoverable amount exceeded its
carrying amount by £0.6 billion (2021: £2.7 billion). The reduction in the headroom has been driven by the risks facing the business as discussed in further detail below. The impairment loss recorded in the
previous years was not reversed because the underlying reasons for the increased headroom (including the unwind of the discount rate and the impact of depreciation and amortisation of impaired assets) do not
support this.

Given the inherent uncertainty about how risk may arise, and the interaction of volumes and cost management, management consider a net impact on terminal period cash flows to be the best means of indicating
the sensitivity of the model to such changes in the terminal period.

JLR used a long term growth rate of 1.7% (2021: 1.9% ) to extrapolate cash flow projections beyond the period covered by the business plan and pre-tax discount rate of 13.4% (2021: 13.6%).

The VIU is sensitive to certain assumptions, such as Sales, General & Administration (SG&A) costs, due to the relative total value but involve limited judgement and estimation and significant changes are not
considered reasonably possible and therefore are not considered to be key assumptions.

As a significant portion of the recoverable amount lies in the VIU terminal value, management have focussed disclosures on reasonably possible changes that impact the terminal value.

-Variable profit per unit and volumes - the approach to determining the forecast variable profit per unit and volumes is based on consideration of historical performance and Group Cycle Plan assumptions, along
with the impact of risks on future cashflows discussed above. Due to the importance of product mix to the cash flow and profit optimisation efforts, the directors consider variable profit per unit and
volumes to be key assumptions. The variable profit per unit and volumes included in the business plan are largely driven by an updated portfolio as a result of the Reimagine strategy announced in the previous
year, which especially results in a change in product portfolio in the outer years of the business plan.

-near-term supply challenges related to global chip shortages which has significantly impacted the Group in FY22;
-economical and geopolitical factors increasing inflationary pressures;
-disruption on our business from Covid-19 as we continue to see localised lockdown actions imposed by governments around the world; and

Consideration of climate risk is inherent in the development our forecast cash flows, principally underpinned by the transition to Battery Electric Vehicles as part of our Reimagine strategy. In executing this
strategy, the Group recognises that there are risks that may result in variations to the forecast cash flows, and as such these risks have been taken into account in the execution risk adjustments noted above.

The managment consider the assumptions that impact the value in use are those to which:

(iii) drive significant changes to the recoverable amount when flexed under reasonably possible outcomes.
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11 Impairment Testing of Jaguar Land Rover Business (cont'd)

Revised 
assumption

% change in 
assumption

Revised 
assumption

% change in 
assumption

Pre-tax discount rate 14.60% 8.40% n/a n/a
Terminal value variable profit (%GVR) 24.4% -1.7% 20.1% -6.3%
Terminal value capital expenditures (%GVR) 10.3% 3.5% 10.2% 15.1%

12 Leases

Lease as a Lessee
Information about leases for which the Group is a lessee is presented below.

 (£ millions)
Right-of-use assets Land & 

buildings
Plant & 

Equipment
Vehicles Computers

Furniture & 
fixtures

Others Total

Closing balance as at 31 March 2022                    510                      41                        4                        6                   13                    1                575 
Closing balance as at 31 March 2021                    482                      45                        4                        7 11                  2                   551               

Depreciation charge for the year 31 March 2022                      61                      17                        3                        4 1                    3                   89                 
Depreciation charge for the year 31 March 2021                      65                      17                        5                        7 1                    1                                    96 

Additions to right-of-use assets during the year ended 31 March 2022 was £131 million (2021: £70 million).

Lease liabilities
The maturity analysis of the contractual undiscounted cash flows are as follows:

As at As at
31-March-22 31-March-21

Less than one year 105 103
Between one and five years 284 286
More than five years 562 451
Total undiscounted lease liabilities 951               840

In February 2021, one of our subsidiary JLR business announced a change in direction under its new Reimagine strategy. The Reimagine strategy aims to release the full
potential of its brands by leapfrogging forward in technology, placing quality and sustainability at the heart of everything it does. At the core of this is the rapid electrification of
both Jaguar and Land Rover. Over the next four years, Land Rover intends to welcome six all-electric variants, with the first scheduled to arrive in 2024. In this timeframe,
Jaguar is expected to have undergone a complete renaissance, emerging as a pure electric luxury brand by 2025. By the end of the decade, full-BEV (100% Battery Electric

The Group leases a number of buildings, plant and equipment, vehicles, computers and furniture & fixtures, certain of which have a renewal and/or purchase option in the

normal course of the business. Extension and termination options are included in a number of leases across the Group. These are used to maximise operational flexibility in

terms of managing the assets used in the operation. The majority of extension and termination options held are exercisable only by the Group and not by the

respective lessor. The Group assesses at lease commencement whether it is reasonably certain to exercise the extension or termination option. The Group re-assesses

whether it is reasonably certain to exercise options if there is a significant event or significant change in circumstances within its control. It is recognised that there is potential

for lease term assumptions to change in the future due to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, and this will continue to be monitored by the Group where relevant. The

Some of the leases are short-term and/or low-value items. The Group has elected not to recognise right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for these leases. There are no
leases with residual value guarantees or leases not yet commenced to which the Group is committed.

The table below shows the amount by which the value assigned to the key assumptions must change for the recoverable amount of the CGU to be equal to its carrying 
amount under reasonably possible outcomes:

As at 31 March
2021

As at 31 March
2022
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12 Leases (cont'd)

The following amounts are included in the statement of financial position within 'Other financials liabilities"
As at As at

31-March-22 31-March-21
Current lease liabilities 64 67
Non-current lease liabilities 513 459
Total lease liabilities 577 526

The following amounts are recognised in the statement of profit or loss
As at As at

31-March-22 31-March-21
Interest expense on lease liabilities 46 44
Expenses related to short-term leases 10 9
Expenses related to low-value assets, excluding short-term leases of low-value assets 9 7
Expense/(Credit) for changes in lease payments arising from COVID-19 rent concessions 1 (3)                  

The following amounts are recognised in the consolidated cash flow statement: As at As at
31-March-22 31-March-21

71 79
45 44

Group as lessor

As at As at
 31-March-22 31-March-21
Less than one year 4 3                   
Between one and five years 3 2                   
More than five years 12 11                 
Total lease receipts                   19 16                 

The majority of the leases where the Group is a lessor are in relation to vehicles. The Group classifies these as operating leases, because they do
not transfer substantially all of the risks and rewards incidental to the ownership of the assets. The maturity analysis of lease payments, showing
the undiscounted lease payments to be received after the reporting date, are as follows:
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13 Investment in equity accounted investees

(A) Associates

31-Mar-22
Jaguar Cars Finance Limited 49.9%
Synaptiv Limited 33.3%
Driveclubservice Pte Ltd 25.1%
Driveclub Limited 25.8%
ARC V Limited 15.0%

The Group has no material associates as at 31 March 2022.

(B) Joint ventures

Individually material joint ventures

31-Mar-22
Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive
Company Ltd.

50%

The joint venture is accounted for using the equity method and is a private company and there are no quoted market prices available for its shares.

31-March-22 31-March-21
Cash and cash equivalents                           391                           323 
Current financial liabilities (excluding trade and other payables and provisions)                          (447)                          (501)
Non-current financial liabilities (excluding trade and other payables and provisions)                            (39)                              (5)

Current assets                           629                           566 
Current liabilities                       (1,380)                       (1,364)
Non-current assets                         1,443                        1,446 
Non-current liabilities                            (42)                            (13)
Net assets of material joint venture 650                          635                          

As at

Proportion of 
voting rights

The Group has the following investments in equity accounted investees held by JLR as at 31 March 2022:

The following table sets out the summarised financial information of the individually material equity accounted investees, Chery Jaguar Land Rover
Automotive Co. Limited after adjusting for material differences in accounting policies:

Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Company Ltd. is a limited liability company, whose legal form confirms separation between the parties to the joint
arrangement. There is no contractual arrangement or any other facts or circumstances that indicate that the parties to the joint control of the arrangement
have rights to the assets or obligations for the liabilities relating to the arrangement. Accordingly, Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Company Ltd. is
classified as a joint venture. Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Company Ltd is not publicly listed.

Except for Driveclub Limited and ARC V Limited, the proportion of voting rights disclosed in the table above is the same as the interest in the
ordinary share capital of each undertaking. 

Name of investment
Principal place of 

business and country of 
incorporation

England and Wales
England and Wales

Singapore
Hong Kong

England and Wales

Principal activity

Non-trading
Business and domestic software development

Holding company and mobility application owner/licencor
Vehicle leasing

Manufacture and development of electrified vehicle technology

China Manufacture and assembly of vehicles

Name of investment
Proportion of 
voting rights

Principal place of 
business and country of 

incorporation
Principal activity
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13 Investment in equity accounted investees (cont'd)
 (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
Revenue 1,669                 1,820              
Loss for the year (36)                     (83)                 

                     (36)                   (83)

Depreciation and amortisation                    (181)                 (201)
Interest income                         5                      7 
Interest expense (net)                      (17)                   (20)
Income tax credit                       20                    31 

31-March-22 31-March-21
Net assets of material joint venture                     650 635                 

Share of net assets of material joint venture 325                    318                 
Other consolidation adjustments                        (5)                     (3)
Carrying amount of the Group's material joint venture                     320 315                 

31-March-22

Jaguar Land Rover Switzerland Ltd 30%
Inchcape JLR Europe Ltd 30%

31-March-22 31-March-21
                        1                      1 
                       -                       -   

Carrying amount of material joint venture                     320                  315 
Carrying amount of immaterial joint venture                         1                      1 
Carrying amount of the Group's interests in equity accounted investees 321                    316                 

Share of loss of material joint venture (18)                     (41)                 
Share of loss of immaterial associates -                     -                 
Share of loss of equity accounted investees (18)                     (41)                 

                      26                   (11)
                      26                   (11)

Proportion of voting rights Principal place 
of business and 

country of 
incorporation

As at 31 March 2022, an adjustment of £5 million (2021: £3 million) has been made to derecognise profit that has not yet been realised on goods
sold by one of the subsidiary JLR to Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Company Ltd.

Total comprehensive expense
The above total comprehensive expense includes the following:

A reconciliation of the summarised financial information to the carrying amount of the material joint venture recognised in the consolidated
balance sheet is given below:

During the year ended 31 March 2022, a dividend of £nil was received from Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Company Ltd. (2021 : £nil).

Switzerland

Principal activity

Vehicles sales and distribution

Name of investment

UK Vehicles distribution

Share of other comprehensive income/(expense) of equity accounted investees
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14 Investment in subsidiary corporations  (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21

Unquoted equity shares at cost (net of impairment) # 1,916               1,916              
1,916               1,916              

The following details the subsidiary corporations held by the Company:

31-March-22 31-March-21

Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Plc 100 100

Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Co. Ltd 100 100

Tata Motors (Thailand)  Ltd 97.21 97.21

Tata Motors (SA) (Proprietary) Ltd 60 60

PT Tata Motors Indonesia 100 100

-                   99

Manufacturing & selling of commercial
vehicle/Republic of Korea

Manufacturing & assembling  of vehicle/Thailand

Manufacturing & assembling of commercial
vehicle/South Africa

Manufacturing & assembling of commercial
vehicle/Indonesia

Importing, assembling and distribution of 
vehicles/Nigeria

TMNL Motors Services Nigeria Ltd (ceased to be a subsidiary 
with effect from December 15, 2021)

Company

Proportion of ownership
and voting power held (%)Name of the Company

Principal activities/Principal place of business 
and country of incorporation

Design, development, manufacture and marketing
of high-performance luxury saloons, specialist
sports cars and four-wheel-drive off-road vehicles
/United Kingdom
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14 Investment in subsidiary corporations (cont'd)

 31-March-22 
Subsidiaries of Jaguar Land Rover Ltd:

Jaguar Land Rover Limited England and Wales 100%
Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC. USA 100%
 Jaguar Land Rover Deutschland GmbH Germany 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Belux N.V. Belgium 100%
 Jaguar Land Rover Austria GmbH Austria 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Italia SpA Italy 100%
 Jaguar Land Rover Australia Pty Ltd Australia 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Espana SL Spain 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Nederland BV Holland 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Portugal -Veiculos e Pecas, Lda. Portugal 100%
Jaguar Land Rover (China) Investment Co., Ltd (formerly Jaguar Land Rover
Automotive Trading (Shanghai) Co. Ltd)

China 100%

Shanghai Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Service Co. Ltd China 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Japan Limited Japan 100%
 Jaguar Land Rover Korea Co. Limited Korea 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Canada ULC Canada 100%
Jaguar Land Rover France SAS France 100%
Jaguar e Land Rover Brasil Indústria e Comércio de Veículos LTDA Brazil 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Limited Liability Company Russia 100%
Jaguar Land Rover (South Africa) Holdings Limited England and Wales 100%
Jaguar Land Rover (South Africa) (Pty) Limited South Africa 100%
Jaguar Land Rover India Limited India 100%
Daimler Transport Vehicles Limited (dormant) England and Wales 100%
 S S Cars Limited (dormant) England and Wales 100%
The Lanchester Motor Company Limited (dormant) England and Wales 100%
The Daimler Motor Company Limited (dormant) England and Wales 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Pension Trustees Limited (dormant) England and Wales 100%
  JLR Nominee Company Limited (non-trading) England and Wales 100%
Jaguar Cars Limited (dormant) England and Wales 100%
Land Rover Exports Limited (non-trading) England and Wales 100%
 Land Rover Ireland Limited (non-trading) Ireland 100%
Jaguar Cars South Africa (Pty) Ltd (dormant) South Africa 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Slovakia s.r.o. Slovakia 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Singapore Pte. Ltd Singapore 100%
Jaguar Racing Limited England and Wales 100%
In-Car Ventures Limited England and Wales 100%
InMotion Ventures Limited England and Wales 100%
InMotion Ventures 2 Limited England and Wales 100%
InMotion Ventures 3 Limited England and Wales 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Colombia SAS Colombia 100%
Jaguar Land Rover México, S.A.P.I. de C.V. Mexico 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Servicios México, S.A. de C.V. Mexico 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Taiwan Company LTD Taiwan 100%

Details of the indirect subsidiaries are as follows:

Name of company
 Principle place of
business and country of  
incorporation 

 Shareholding 
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14 Investment in subsidiary corporations (cont'd)

31-March-22
Jaguar Land Rover Ireland (Services) Limited Ireland 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Classic USA LLC USA 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Classic Deutschland GmbH Germany 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Hungary KFT Hungary 100%
Jaguar Land Rover (Ningbo) Trading Co., Ltd. China 100%
Jaguar Land Rover Ventures Limited England and Wales 100%
Bowler Motors Limited England and Wales 100%

Subsidiary of PT Tata Motors Indonesia:
PT Tata Motors Distribusi Indonesia Indonesia 100%

Subsidiary of Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Co Ltd:
Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Sales and Distribution Co ltd South Korea 100%

Details of the indirect holdings in equity accounted investments are given in note 13 to the
consolidated financial statements.

15 Other non-current Investments

31-March-22 31-March-21
Other investments 30                                   22                    

30                                   22                    

The Group has no additional rights or influence over any of its other equity investments other than the voting rights attached to the ordinary
share capital and during the year ended 31 March 2022 and 2021 no dividends were received.
Disclosure of the valuation techniques applied in calculating the fair value of these other non-equity accounted investments is included in note
2.

Effective holding % of the Company directly and through its subsidiaries.

Details of the indirect subsidiary undertakings are as follows:

Name of company
 Principal place of
business and country 
of incorporation 

Shareholding

During the year ended 31 March 2022, the Group invested £4 million (2021: £4 million) in other investments.

are designated as fair value through profit and loss financial instruments.
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(£ millions)
16 Deferred tax assets and liabilities

31 March 2022

Opening 
balance

Recogni-
sed in profit 

or loss

Recognised in 
other 

comprehen-
sive income

Reclassified 
from other 

equity reserves

Foreign 
exchange 
difference

Closing 
balance

Deferred tax assets
Property, plant and equipment             767               321                       -                         -   -               1,088              
Expenses deductible in future periods             265                (46)                       -                         -   11                230                 
Derivative financial instruments              (25)                (28)                    205                     (28)                  -   124                 
Retirement benefits               73                 19                     (92)                       -                    -   -                  
Unrealised profit in inventory             103                (30)                       -                         -                    -   73                   
Tax loss               70                (46)                       -                         -                    -   24                   
Others               62                (50)                       -                         -                     2 14                   
Total deferred tax assets          1,315               140                    113                     (28)                 13                1,553 

Deferred tax liabilities
Intangible assets             901 188                                    -                         -                    -   1,089              
Overseas unremitted earnings             110                  (6)                       -                         -                    -   104                 
Compensated absence and retirement 
benefits -             107                                    -                         -                     1 108                 
Total deferred tax liabilities          1,011               289                       -                         -                     1 1,301              

Presented as deferred tax assets*             420 357                 
Presented as deferred tax liabilities*            (116) (105)                

* For presentation purposes, deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset to the extent that they relate to the same taxation authority
and are expected to be settled on a net basis.

At 31 March 2022, deferred tax assets of £357 million (2021: £420 million) have been recognised in relation to deductible temporary differences,
including unused tax losses, on the basis that it is probable that future taxable profits will be available against which those deductible temporary
differences can be utilised.

Following are the major deferred tax assets and liabilities recognised by the Group, and the movements thereon, during the current and prior
periods.

At 31 March 2022, the Group had unused tax losses and other temporary differences amounting to £3,746 million (2021: £2,693 million) for
which no deferred tax asset has been recognised on the basis of forecast profitability of the companies in which deferred tax assets arise. As at
31 March 2022, £4 million (2021: £17 million) of those tax losses are subject to expiry on or after 2027. The remaining balance is not expected to
expire.
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(£ millions)
16 Deferred tax assets and liabilities (cont'd)

31 March 2021
Opening 
balance

Recognised 
in profit or 

loss

Recognised 
in other 

comprehensi
ve income

Reclassified 
from other 

equity 
reserves

Foreign 
exchange 

differences

Closing 
balance

Deferred tax assets
Property, plant and equipment                 635                 132                    -                      -                      -   767                
Expenses deductible in future periods                 382                (100)                    -                      -                    (17) 265                
Derivative financial instruments                   69                   12                (103)                    (3)                    -   (25)                 
Retirement benefits                  (72)                     3                 142                    -                      -   73                  
Unrealised profit in inventory                 126                  (22) (1)                                      -                      -   103                
Tax loss                 229                (158)                    -                      -                      (1) 70                  
Others                 156                  (95)                     1                    -                      -   62                  
Total deferred tax assets              1,525                (228)                   39                    (3)                  (18)              1,315 

Deferred tax liabilities
Intangible assets              1,042 (141)                                  -                      -                      -   901                
Overseas unremitted earnings                 109 1                                       -                      -                      -   110                
Total deferred tax liabilities              1,151                (140)                    -                      -                      -   1,011             

Presented as deferred tax assets*                 553 420                
Presented as deferred tax liabilities*                (179) (116)               

Following are the major deferred tax assets and liabilities recognised by the Group, and the movements thereon, during the current and prior 
periods.
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17 Borrowings (£ millions)
Borrowings consist of the following :

31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21

EURO MTF Listed debts 4,732           4,320             -               -               
USD SGX-ST Listed debts 548              434                548               434               
GBP SGX-ST Listed debts 97                95                 97                95                
Loans from banks 2,209           2,431             298               518               
Others unsecured                435 14                 -               -               
Total borrowings             8,021 7,294             943               1,047            
Less: Short-term borrowings           (1,830) (1,494)           -               (218)             

            6,191 5,800             943               829               

Details of the tranches of the EURO MTF listed bonds outstanding as at 31 March 2022 are as follows:

Issued in Currency
Initial principal 

amount (In 
millions) *

Outstanding 
principal 

amount (In 
millions) *

Outstanding 
principal 

amount (In 
millions) *

Interest rate
Redeemable 

on

January 2013 USD 500 500 500 5.625% 2023
February 2015 GBP 400 400 400 3.875% 2023
January 2017 EUR 650 650 650 2.200% 2024
October 2017 USD 500 500 500 4.500% 2027

September 2018 EUR 500 500 500 4.500% 2026
November 2019 EUR 500 500 500 5.875% 2024
November 2019 EUR 500 500 500 6.875% 2026
October 2020 USD 700 700 700 7.750% 2025

December 2020 USD 650 650 650 5.875% 2028
July 2021 USD 500 500 500 5.500% 2029
July 2021 EUR 500 500 500 4.500% 2028

* Amounts reported in above table are in respective currency.

Syndicated Loan

- $ 798 million January 2025

UK Export Finance Facility ('UKEF')

China Borrowings
During the year ended March 2021, The Group entered into a 3 year RMB 5 billion syndicated revolving loan facility subject to an annual confirmatory
review. The facility is fully drawn at 31 March 2022 and is equivalent to £599 million at 31 March 22 exchange rates. In addition the Group entered into a
parts factoring facility  in China of which £nil is drawn down at 31 March 2022 (2021: £19 million).

During the year ended March 2022 the group drew down in full an additional £625 million five-year amortising loan facility.The Group repaid £31 million of
this additional facility in the year ended 31 March 2022 (2021:£nil). These loans include a convent requiring the Group to maintain a minimum liquidity of
£1 billion.

£400

- $ 199 million October 2022

The loan includes a covenant requiring the group to maintain a miminum liquidity of £1 billion.

CompanyGroup

During the year ended 31 March 2020, The Group entered and drew down in full a £625 million five-year amortising loan facility backed by a £500 million
guarantee from UK Export Finance. During the year ended March 2022, the Group repaid £125 million (2021: £125) million of this loan. 

In October 2018, a $1 billion syndicate loan was issued with a coupon rate of LIBOR + 1.900 per cent per annum, due in the following tranches:

Borrowings due for settlement after 12 months

listed on the Singapore Stock Exchange.
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17
SGX-ST listed debts

Details of the tranches of the bonds listed on SGX-ST outstanding at 31 March 2022 are as follows:

Issued in Currency
Initial principal 

amount (In 
millions) *

Outstanding 
principal amount 

(In millions) *
Interest rate Redeemable on

July 2020 GBP 98                      98                           4.00% 2023
December 2020 USD 300                    300                          5.50% 2024

June 2021 USD 425                    425                          4.35% 2026

* Amounts reported in above table are in respective currency.

Loan from banks (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21
Less than one year, unsecured 600 747                  -                         -   
Less than one year, secured 50 130                  -                         -   
Later than one year and not later than five years, 1559                        1,554                298                     518 

                  2,209                        2,431                298                     518 

Undrawn facilities

Collateral pledged against borrowings

18 Accounts Payables

31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21
Trade payables                   3,811                        4,496                  -   -                    
Liabilities to employees                      181                           181                  -   -                    
Liabilities for expenses                      867                        1,230                  -   -                    
Provision for cost of closure of a subsidiary                        17                             17                  17 17                     
Liabilities for capital expenditure                      435                           508                  -   -                    
Acceptances                          9                               3                  -   -                    

                  5,320                        6,435                  17 17                     

19 Other financial liabilities
31-March-22 31-March-21 31-March-22 31-March-21
                     267                           360                  -   -                    

Interest accrued but not due                      112                           100                  10 11                     
Lease obligations 64                      67                           -               -                    
Derivative financial instruments 445                    238                          -               -                    
Total other current financial liabilities 888                    765                          10                11                     

Lease obligations 513                    459                          -               -                    
Derivative financial instruments 339                    184                          1                  14                     

Retention money, security deposits and others 25                      2                             -               -                    
Total other non-current financial liabilities 877                    645                          1                  14                     

Short-term borrowings and long-term debts (cont'd)

The notes are secured over the restricted cash (Note 6) and this has been set aside and at all times should be at least equal to the amount of interest due
on all notes payable at that time on the next succeeding interest payment date.

The borrowings are secured over the restricted cash (Note 6) and this has been set aside and at all times should be at least equal to the amount of
interest due on the borrowings at that time on the next succeeding interest payment date. 

During the year ended 31 March 2021, the Group extended its factored receivables facility to a $500 million facility ending March 2023. Under the terms
of the facility, the Group de-recognises factored receivables in accordance with SFRS(I) 9 as there are no recourse arrangements.

Company Group 

As at 31 March 2022, the Group has a fully undrawn revolving credit facility of £2,015 million (2021: £1,935 million).There is a reduction in the RCF facility 
to £1,500 million from July 2022. The facility will be available until March 2024 and ncludes a covenant requiring the Group to maintain a minimum liquidity 
of £1 billion.

Liability towards vehicles sold under repurchase arrangements

 Company 

 Company  Group 

 Group 

The also had fleet buyback facility matured in December 2021 and had £3 million undrawn on this facility as at 31 March 2021. During the year
ended 31 March 2022, the Group repaid the £110 million drawn on this facility.

Inventory of £nil (2021: £138 million), trade receivables with a carrying amount of £nil (2021: £19 million), property, plant and equipment with a carrying
amount of £nil (2021:£nil),and other financial assets with a carrying of £13 million (2021:£13 million) are pledged as collateral/security against the
commitments.
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 (£ millions)
20 Provisions

Provision consists of the following:

31-March-22 31-March-21
Current
Product warranty 612               649               
Legal and product liability 252               198               
Provision for residual risk 12                24                
Provision for environmental liability 3                  3                  
Restructuring 118               283               

-               10                
Total - Current provision 997               1,167            

Non-current
Product warranty             1,029 1,046            
Legal and Product liability                  40 71                
Provision for residual risk 19                42                
Provision for environmental liability 24                23                
Other employee benefits obligation 15                20                
Total - Non-current provision             1,127 1,202            

Movement in the provision are as follows:

Product warranty 31-March-22 31-March-21
Balance at the beginning 1,695            1,899            
Provision made during the year 753               581               
Provision used during the year (725)             (801)             
Unused amounts reversed in the period (91)               -               

Impact of discounting 9                  16                
Balance at the end 1,641            1,695            

Legal and product liability
Balance at the beginning 269               178               
Provision made during the year 259               213               
Provision used during the year (134)             (58)               
Unused amount released in the year (105)             (63)               
Impact of foreign exchange translation 3                  (1)                 
Balance at the end                292 269               

Provision for residual risk
Balance at the beginning                  66                175 
Provision made during the year                    4                  38 
Provision used during the year                  (1)                (44)
Unused amount released in the year                (38)                (92)
Impact of foreign exchange translation                   -                  (11)
Balance at the end                  31                  66 

Provision for environmental liability
Balance at the beginning                  26                  23 
Provision made during the year                    3                    6 
Provision used during the year                  (2)                  (3)
Balance at the end                  27                  26 

Provision for employee related and other provisions (including
employee separation cost)
Balance at the beginning                313                  49 
Provision made during the year                  85                322 
Provision used during the year               (234)                (53)
Unused amount released in the year                (27)                  (5)
Impact of foreign exchange translation (4)                 -               
Balance at the end 133               313               

 Group 

 Group 

Other employee benefits obligation
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20 Provisions (Cont'd)

Product warranty provision

Legal and product liability provision

Residual risk provision

Environmental risk provision

Other employee benefit obligation

Restructuring provision

21 Other liabilities
Other liabilities consists of the following:  (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
Liability for advances received 129                  64                    
Statutory dues 273                  256                  
Ongoing service obligation 286                  316                  
Others 10                    20                    
Total other current liabilities 698                  656                  

Ongoing service obligation 395                  451                  
Others 10                    12                    
Total other non-current liabilities 405                  463                  

22 Employee benefit obligations
Employee benefit assets comprise of the following:

31-March-22 31-March-21
Defined benefit schemes under:
Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Plc (UK Defined benefit scheme) (409)                387                  
Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Co. Ltd 1                      (2)                    

(408)                385                  
Defined contribution plan -                  2                      

(408)                387                  

The Group provides product warranties on all new vehicle sales in respect of manufacturing defects, which become apparent in the stipulated policy period dependent on the market
in which the vehicle purchase occurred. The estimated liability for product warranty is recognised when products are sold or when new warranty programmes are initiated.Provisions
are recognised for the costs of repairing manufacturing defects, recall campaigns, customer goodwill (representing the constructive obligation to its customers when
managing those warranty claims) and the other obligations under the warranty. Assumptions are made on the type and extent of future warranty claims based on
experience of the frequency and extent of vehicle faults and defects historically. The estimates also include assumptions on the amounts of potential repair costs per vehicle and the
effects of possible time or mileage limits and are regularly adjusted to reflect new information. The timing of outflows will vary as and when a warranty claim will arise. The
calculation methodology uses historical data corrected for experience as information becomes available as well as individual campaign assumptions (such as scope, uptake rates
and repair costs). This can lead to changes in the carrying value of provisions as assumptions are updated over the life of each warranty; however there are no individual
assumptions that can be reasonably expected to move over the next financial year to such a degree that it would result in a material adjustment to the warranty provision. The
discount on the warranty provision is calculated using a riskfree discount rate as the risks specific to the liability, such as inflation, are included in the base calculation.The Group
also has back-to-back contractual arrangements with its suppliers in the event that a vehicle fault is proven to be a fault. Estimates are made of the expected
reimbursement claims based upon historical levels of recoveries by supplier, adjusted for inflation and applied to the population of vehicles under warranty at the balance sheet date.
Supplier reimbursement claims are presented as separate assets within financial in note 17. Supplier recoveries are recognised only when the Group considers there
to be virtual certainty over the reimbursement, which also requires historical evidence to support. The Group notes that changes in the automotive environment regarding the
increasing impact of battery electric vehicles presents its own significant challenges, particularly due to the lack of maturity and historical data available at this time to help inform
estimates for future warranty claims, as well as any associated recoveries from suppliers due to such claims. The Group offers warranties of up to eight years on batteries in electric
vehicles. The related provisions are made with the best estimate at this time to settle such obligations in the future, but will be required to be continually refined as sufficient,
real-world data becomes available.

A legal and product liability provision is maintained in respect of compliance with regulations and known litigations that impact the Group. The provision primarily relates to motor
accident claims, consumer complaints, dealer terminations, employment cases, personal injury claims and compliance with emission regulations. The timing of outflows will vary as
and when claims are received and settled, which is not known with certainty.Depending on the relevant jurisdiction, the Group recognises provisions for non-compliance with legal
emissions requirements. The measurement of the provision considers the sales volume in that jurisdiction and the fee or cost per the applicable legislation. The Group aims to
mitigate non-compliance risk by purchasing emission credits or participation in emission pools. The associated provision is re-measured to consider any such mitigations. Included
within amounts reversed in the is £51 million related to the expected costs of compliance with emission regulations, and £42 million related to potential costs

This provision relates to the LTIP scheme for certain employees (see note 2 (r)) and other amounts payable to employees. 

The amounts and timing of outflows will vary as and when restructuring obligations are progressed with third parties. 

 Group 

 Group 

In certain markets, the Group is responsible for the residual risk arising on vehicles sold by retailers on leasing arrangements. The provision is based on the latest available market
expectations of future residual value trends. The timing of the outflows will be at the end of the lease arrangements, being typically up to three years.These assessments were
performed with reference to both internal and external market inputs.

This provision relates to various environmental remediation costs such as asbestos removal and land clean-up. The timing of when these costs will be incurred is not known with
certainty.

The restructuring provision includes amounts for third party obligations arising from Group restructuring programmes. This includes amounts payable to employees following the
announcement of the Reimagine strategy in the year ending 31 March 2021 as well as other Group restructuring programmes. Amounts are also included in relation to legal

The estimated liability for restructuring activities is recognised when the group has reason to believe there is a legal or constructive obligation arising from restructuring actions
taken.

The amount provided at the reporting date is calculated based on currently available facts and certain estimates for third party obligations. These estimates are established using
historical experience based on the settlement costs for similar liabilities, with proxies being used where no direct comparison exists. 
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22 Employee benefit obligations (Cont'd)

UK defined benefit scheme

Asset volatility

Changes in bond yields

Inflation risk

Life expectancy

 (£ millions)
Change in present value of defined benefit obligation

31-March-22 31-March-21
Defined benefit obligation at beginning of year              8,432              7,788 
Current service cost                  116                 131 
Past service cost                    -                     16 
Interest expense                  176                 166 
Actuarial (gain)/loss arising from:
  -Changes in demographic assumptions                   10                 (21)
  -Changes in financial assumptions               (705)                 869 
   Experience adjustments (3)                  (75)                
Exchange differences on foreign schemes -                (2)                  
Member contributions  2                   1                   
Benefits paid                (506)               (441)
Defined benefit obligation at end of year 7,522            8,432            

 As at 

The following tables set out the disclosures pertaining to the retirement benefit amounts recognised in for the schemes under Jaguar Land Rover
Automotive plc:

The Group operates defined benifit pension schemes for qualifying employees of certain subsidiaries. The UK defined benefit schemes are
administered by a trustee with assets held in trusts that are legally separate from the Group. The trustee of the pension schemes is required by law
to act in the interest of the members and of all relevant stakeholders in the schemes, and is responsible for the investment policy with regard to the
assets of the schemes and all other governance matters. The board of trustee must be composed of representatives of the Group and scheme
participants in accordance with each schemes' regulations.

Under the schemes, the employees are entitled to postretirement benefits based on their length of service and salary.

A decrease in corporate bond yields will increase schemes' liabilities, although this is expected to be partially offset by an increase in the value of

Some of the Group's pension obligations are linked to inflation, and higher inflation will lead to higher liabilities (although, in most cases, caps on
the level of inflationary increases are in place to protect the schemes against high inflation). As noted above, the schemes hold a significant
proportion of assets in index-linked gilts, together with other inflation hedging instruments and also assets that are more closely correlated with
inflation. However, an increase in inflation may still create a deficit or increase an existing deficit to some degree.

The majority of the schemes' obligations are to provide benefits for the life of the member, so increases in life expectancy will result in an increase
in the schemes' liabilities. This is particularly significant in the UK defined benefit schemes, where inflationary increases result in higher sensitivity
to changes in life expectancy.

Through its defined benefit pension schemes, the Group is exposed to a number of risks, the most significant of which are detailed below.

The schemes' liabilities are calculated using a discount rate set with reference to corporate bond yields; if schemes' assets underperform against
these corporate bonds, this will create or increase a deficit. The defined benefit schemes hold a significant proportion of equity-type assets, which
are expected to outperform corporate bonds in the long-term although introduce volatility and risk in the short-term.

As the schemes mature, the Group intends to reduce the level of investment risk by investing more in assets for which expected income is a better
match for the expected benefit outgo.

However, the Group believes that due to the long-term nature of the schemes' liabilities and the strength of the supporting group, a level of

The UK schemes hold a substantial level of index-linked gilts and other inflation and interest rate hedging instruments in order to reduce the
volatility of assets compared to the liability value, although these will lead to asset value volatility.
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22 Employee benefit obligations (cont'd)
 (£ millions)

Change in fair value of scheme assets
31-March-22 31-March-21

Fair value of schemes' assets at beginning of year 8,045                 8,168                 
Interest income 170                    170                    

                         9                        22 
Administrative expenses                      (27)                      (22)
Exchange differences on foreign schemes -                     (1)                       
Employer contributions 238                    148                    
Member contributions 2                        1                        
Benefits paid (506)                   (441)                   
Fair value of schemes' assets at end of year                  7,931 8,045                 

Amounts recognised in the consolidated statement of profit or loss consist of:
31-March-22 31-March-21

Current service cost 116                    131                    
Past service cost                        -   16                      
Administrative expenses                        27 22                      
Net interest cost (including onerous obligations) 6                        (4)                       
Components of defined benefit cost recognised in profit or loss                     149                     165 

Amounts recognised in the other comprehensive income mainly consist of:
31-March-22 31-March-21

Actuarial (gains)/loss arising from:
  -Changes in demographic assumptions (10)                     21                      
  -Changes in financial assumptions 705                    (869)                   
  -Experience adjustments 3                        75                      

9                        22                      
Remeasurement gain/(loss) on defined benefit obligation 707                    (751)                   

Amounts recognised in the statement of financial position mainly consist of:
31-March-22 31-March-21

Present value of unfunded defined benefit obligations                        (2)                        (2)
Present value of funded defined benefit obligations                 (7,520)                 (8,430)
Fair value of schemes' assets                  7,931                  8,045 
Net retirement benefit obligation                     409                    (387)
Presented as non-current asset                     434                        -   
Presented as non-current liability                      (25)                    (387)

As at

Remeasurement gain on the return of schemes' assets, excluding amounts included in interest income

The most recent valuations of the defined benefit schemes for accounting purposes were carried out at 31 March 2022 by a qualified independent
actuary. The present value of the defined benefit liability, and the related current service cost and past service cost, were measured using the
projected unit credit method. The asset valuations are taken from the asset custodian for each scheme together with the balance of the trustee bank
accounts.

As at

In November 2020 the UK government announced that the calculation of RPI (Retail Price Index) would be amended to mirror the calculation of CPIH
from 2030 (following its consultation on RPI Reform). As a result, the gap between RPI and CPI has been updated to reflect RPI reform by having a
gap of 1.2% p.a. up to 2030 and no gap thereafter. In addition the inflation risk premium (IRP) has been updated from an IRP of 0.2% p.a. at all terms
to an IRP of 0.3% p.a. up to 2030 and 0.5% post 2030, reflecting market conditions at the 31 March 2022 year end.

-Remeasurement gain on the return of scheme assets, excluding amounts included in interest income
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22 Employee benefit obligations (cont'd)
The principal assumptions used in accounting for the pension schemes are set out below:

31-March-22 31-March-21
Discount rate 2.8% 2.1%
Expected rate of increase in compensation level of covered employees 2.2% 2.1%
RPI Inflation rate 3.5% 3.1%

The assumed life expectations on retirement at age 65 are:
31-March-22 31-March-21

Retiring today:
  Males                           21.6                           21.0 
  Females                           23.8                           23.3 
Retiring in 20 years:
  Males                           23.0                           22.4 
  Females 25.7                          25.2                         

Assumption
Impact on scheme 

liabilities
Impact on service 

cost
Discount rate Decrease/increase 

by £341 million

Decrease/increase 

by £6 million
Inflation rate Increase/decrease by

£176 million
Increase/decrease 
by £1 million

Mortality Increase/decrease by
£267million

Increase/decrease 
by £3 million

Change in assumption

Increase/decrease by 0.25%

Increase/decrease by 0.25%

Increase/decrease in life expectancy
by 1 year

The methods and types of assumptions used in preparing the sensitivity analysis did not change compared to previous periods.

For the valuation at 31 March 2022, the mortality assumptions used are the Self-Administered Pension Schemes ('SAPS') base table, in particular
S2PxA tables (Light table for members of the Jaguar Executive Pension Plan).

The sensitivity analysis below is based on a change in an assumption while holding all other assumptions constant. In practice, this is unlikely to
occur, and changes in some of the assumptions may be correlated. When calculating the sensitivity of the defined benefit obligation to significant
actuarial assumptions the same method (present value of the defined benefit obligation calculated with the projected unit credit method at the end of
the reporting period) has been applied when calculating the pension liability recognised within the consolidated statement of financial position.

For the Jaguar Pension Plan, scaling factors of 101 per cent to 115 per cent have been used for male members and scaling factors of 103 per cent
to 118 per cent have been used for female members.
For the Land Rover Pension Scheme, scaling factors of 105 per cent to 117 per cent have been used for male members and scaling factors of 100
per cent to 116 per cent have been used for female members.

For the Jaguar Executive Pension Plan, an average scaling factor of 93 per cent to 97 per cent has been used for male members and an average
scaling factor of 91 per cent to 96 percent has been used for female members.

For the valuation at 31 March 2021, the mortality assumptions used are the SAPS base table, in particular S2PxA tables (Light table for members of
the Jaguar Executive Pension Plan). A scaling factor of 111 per cent to 117 per cent for males and scaling factor of 101 per cent to 112 per cent for
females has been used for the Jaguar Pension Plan, 107 per cent to 111 per cent for males and 101 per cent to 109 per cent for females for the
Land Rover Pension Scheme, and 94 per cent for males and 84 per cent for females for the Jaguar Executive Pension Plan.

A further past service cost of £7 million was also recognised in the year ended 31 March 2021. This reflects benefit improvements for certain
members as part of the Group restructuring programme that commenced in the year ended 31 March 2021. 

As at

(Years)

A past service cost of £9 million has been recognised in the year ended 31 March 2021 following a further UK high court ruling, published on 20
November 2020, that provided clarification on the obligations of pension plan trustees to equalise past transfer values allowing for the effect of
unequal Guaranteed Minimum Pensions between 17 May 1990 and 5 April 1997 The Group had previously
recognised a past service cost of £17 million in the year ended 31 March 2019, following the UK high court ruling in 2018 in respect of GMP
equalisation, and has retained this allowance at 31 March 2022 but adjusted for the passage of time and to reflect the estimated impact of changes
in market conditions.

For the 2022 year end calculations there is an allowance for future improvements in line with the CMI (2021) projections and an allowance for long-
term improvements of 1.25 per cent per annum and a smoothing parameter of 7.5, (2021: CMI (2020) projections with 1.25 per cent per annum
improvements and a smoothing parameter of 7.5 per cent per annum.
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 (£ millions)
22 Employee benefit obligations (cont'd)

The fair value of scheme assets is represented by the following major categories:

Quoted Unquoted Total % Quoted Unquoted* Total %
Equity instruments
Information technology -                       127 127     2% -                      134 134              2%
Energy -                         18 18       0% -                        11 11                0%
Manufacturing -                         96 96       1% -                        75 75                1%
Financials -                         41 41       1% -                        48 48                1%
Other -                       173 173     2% -                      267 267              3%

-           455           455     6% -         535             535              7%
Debt instruments
Government         1,813               65   1,878 23%      1,625                88 1,712           21%
Corporate bonds - (investment grade)         1,149             310   1,459 18%      1,340              243 1,583           20%
Corporate bonds - (Non investment grade)               -               973      973 12%            -   1,061          1,062           13%

        2,962          1,348   4,310 53%      2,965           1,392            4,357 54%
Property funds
UK               -   307           307     4%            -   304             303              4%
Other               -               240      240 3%            -   201             201              3%

              -               547      547 7%            -   505             504              7%

Cash and cash equivalents              75             363      438 6%           74              192               266 3%

Other
Hedge funds               -               506 506     6%            -                496 496              6%
Private markets               -   998           998     13%            -   824             824              10%
Alternatives               -   462           462     6%            -   641             641              8%

              -   1,966        1,966  25% -         1,961          1,961           24%
Derivatives
Foreign exchange contracts               -               (35) (35)     0%            -                  15 15                0%
Interest rate and inflation swaps               -               250 250     3%            -                361               361 4%
Equity protection derivatives               -   -            -     0%            -   48               48                1%

              -   215           215     3%            -   424             424              5%

Total 3,037        4,894        7,931  100% 3,039     5,009          8,047           100%

31-March-22 31-March-21

The expected net periodic pension cost for the year ended 31 March 2023 is £113 million. The Group expects to pay £117 million to its defined benefit
schemes, in total, for the year ending 31 March 2023 (excluding member contributions through salary sacrifice).

JLR contributes towards the UK defined benefit schemes. The 5 April 2018 statutory funding valuations were completed in December 2018. As a result of
these valuations it is intended to eliminate the pension scheme funding deficits over the 10 years to 31 March 2028. JLR has taken legal advice considering
the documentation of the UK schemes and the regulatory environment. This confirmed the recoverability of any surplus in the scheme and JLR has based its
accounting judgement on this advice.

The average duration of the benefit obligations at 31 March 2022 is 17.5 years (2021: 19 years).

As at 31 March 2022, the schemes held Gilt Repos. The net value of these transactions is included in the value of government bonds. The value of the
funding obligation for the Repo transactions is £1,462 million at 31 March 2022 (2021: £2,057 million).

In line with the schedule of contributions agreed following the 2018 statutory funding valuations and amended in April 2020, the current ongoing Group
contribution rate for defined benefit accrual is c.21 per cent of pensionable salaries in the UK.The 2021 statutory funding valuations are expected to be
completed by 30 June 2022.

Deficit contributions are paid in line with the schedule of contributions at a rate of £60 million per year until 31 March 2024 followed by £25 million per year
until 31 March 2028. Contributions previously due for April, May and June 2020 have been re-spread over the year ended 31 March 2022. This agreement is
reflected in an updated Schedule of Contributions dated 29 April 2020.

JLR assigns an accounting level (1,2 or 3) to asset holdings in order to reflect the level of judgement involved in the valuation of an asset. In assigning the
level JLR balances consistency between asset holdings, consistency from year to year and manager / other assessments. JLR designates level 1 to direct
holdings of liquid assets where an active market exists.

Custodian accounts where underlying assets are regularly traded or where comparable assets have traded values are designated level 2, for example
derivatives (including net value of swaps) and some property holdings. Assets which are not designated as level 1 or 2 are designated as level 3. Level 1
assets are reported as quoted, level 2 and 3 unquoted. Repo obligations are noted separately.

Private equity holdings and these have been measured using the most recent valuations, adjusted for cash and currency movements between the last
valuation date and 31 March 2022. Given the movements in listed equity markets, the valuation of private equity holdings may vary significantly. The value
of the private equity holdings in the JLR UK Plans included above is £661 million as at 31 March 2022 (2021:  £453 million).

*The comparative has been restated to reflect reclassification to unquoted for equity instruments
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22 Employee benefit obligations (cont'd)

Defined Contribution Plan

23 Share capital (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
1,628              1,628             

Total Share capital 1,628              1,628             

24 Capital reserve

Capital reserve on currency conversion

25 Revenue

Revenues are summarised as follows: (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
Revenue recognised for sales of vehicles, parts and accessories             17,720            19,126 
Revenue recognised for services transferred                  335                 315 
Revenue- Other                  746                 753 
Total revenue excluding realised revenue hedges             18,801            20,194 
Less: Realised revenue hedges                    75               (111)

            18,876            20,083 

Contract Liabilities
31-March-22 31-March-21

Ongoing service obligations                  681                 767 
Liabilities for advances received                  129                   64 
Total contract liabilities                  810                 831 

2,511,659,418 (2021: 2,511,659,418) ordinary shares issued at 1 April

Revenue Other includes sales of goods other than vehicles, parts and accessories as well as revenue recognised outside the scope of SFRS(I) 15,
primarily being lease instalments recognised from assets sold with a repurchase commitment.

The capital reserve arose out of restructuring exercises carried out in 2010, 2014, 2015 and 2016.

During 2014 and 2015, the Company underwent a restructuring exercise. The effects of the merger of Tata Daewoo Commercial Vehicle Co. Ltd, Tata
Motors (Thailand) Ltd, Tata Motors (SA) (Proprietary) Ltd and PT Tata Motors Indonesia resulted in a restatement of the reserves in previous years. No
restructuring took place in 2022 or 2021.

During the year ended 31 March 2018, the Company has undergone conversion of currency of share capital from United States Dollar to Pound Sterling.
The conversion was approved in the extra ordinary general meeting of the Company. The spot rate prevailing on the date of the EGM was used to convert
the share capital. This has resulted in £206 million recognised as capital reserve on currency conversion with an increase of reciprocal amount in share
capital.

Group and Company

Revenue recognised in the year from performance obligations satisified in the previous year is £13 million (2021: £100 million).

The Group applies the practical expedient in SFRS(I) 15 and does not disclose information about remaining performance obligations that have an original
expected duration of one year or less. This is because revenue resulting from those sales will be recognised in a short-term period. The services included
with the vehicle sale are to be recognised as revenues in subsequent years, but represent an insignificant portion of expected revenues in comparison.

Ordinary share of the Company has no par value, carry one vote per share and carry a right to dividends when declared by the Company.

Group

Ongoing service mainly relate to long-term service and maintenance contracts, extended warranties, and telematics services. for
advances primarily relate to consideration received in advance from customers for products not yet wholesaled at which point the revenue will be
recognised. service and for advances are both presented within in the consolidated statement of
financial position.

The movement in contract liabilities relates solely to revenue recognised from balances held at the beginning of the year of £385 million (2021: £364
million) and increases due to cash received for performance obligations unsatisfied at the year-end of £361 million (2020: £295 million).

Revenue that is expected to be recognised within five years related to performance obligations that are unsatisfied (or partially unsatisfied) amounted to
£803 million at 31 March 2022 (2021: £827 million).

Group
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(£ millions)
26 Material and other cost of sales 31-March-22 31-March-21

Raw material and consumable used 9,834                 11,022           
Realised purchase hedges 134                    (1)                   

9,968                 11,021           

27 (a) Employee separation/past service cost

(c) Provision related to Russia Market

28 Employee cost
Employee cost consists of the following :

31-March-22 31-March-21
Salaries, wages and welfare expenses 2,105                 1,965             
Contribution to provident fund and other funds 239                    244                
Total 2,344                 2,209             

Director's emoluments
31-March-22 31-March-21

Directors' emoluments                         5                      6 
                       -                        1 

Post-employment benefits                        -                        1 
Total                         5                      8 

During the year ended 31 March 2022 an update to the assessment of the impact of Group's Reimagine Strategy was carried out and it resulted
overall in a net nil impact in the consolidated income statement for the year ended 31 March 2022.During the year ended 31 March 2021
restructuring cost of £37 million resulting from a separate redundancy programme was recognised in the statement of profit and loss which includes
£9 million for past service cost recognised due to the requirement to equalise male and female benefits for the inequalities within

Group

Increase in long-term incentive scheme amounts receivable

Group

During the year ended 31 March 2021, charge of £1,514 million was recognised under the JLR's Reimagine strategy comprising following:

Employee costs in the year ended 31 March 2022 includes £14 million (2021: £188 million) credit in relation to employees placed on furlough under 
the UK Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme.

i) Asset write down of £952 million in relation to models cancelled.
ii) Restructuring cost of £534 million includes costs of £526 million accruals to settle legal obligations on work performed to date and provisions for
redundancies and other third party obligations and defined benefit past service cost of £7 million.

During the year ended 31 March 2022 JLR has recorded a provision of £43 million in relation to customer liabilities arising from sanctions imposed
against Russia by many countries, preventing the shipment of vehicles and certain parts to the market.

iii) Costs of £28 million resulting from a separate redundancy programme during the year.

(b) Restructuring cost at Jaguar Land Rover-asset write downs, employees and third party obligations
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(£ millions)
29 Other expenses

Other expenses consists of the following :

31-March-22 31-March-21
Stores, spare parts and tools consumed 86                     88                     
Freight and transportation expenses 496                   505                   
Research and product development cost 839                   489                   
Warranty expenses 753                   581                   
Write down of property, plant and equipment 3                       40                     
Works operation and other expenses 843                   1,286                
Repairs to building and plant and machinery 28                     23                     
Processing charges                       12                         7 
Power and fuel                    161                       74 
Rent rates and other taxes                    114                    106 
Insurance 23                     19                     
Publicity 405                   404                   
Total 3,763                3,622                

30 Research and Development

31-March-22 31-March-21
Total research and development costs incurred                 1,301                 1,221 
Research and development expensed (839)                  (489)                  
Development costs capitalised 462                   732                   
Interest capitalised 41                     88                     
Research and development grants capitalised (39)                    (46)                    
Total internally developed intangibles 464                   774                   

31 Finance income and expense    
Finance income and expense consist of the following :

31-March-22 31-March-21
Finance income                       10                       12 

Finance expense
                   453                    379 

Interest expenses on derivative other than designated fair value hedge of
financial liabilities

                      -                           2 

                      (7)                       (7)
Unwind of discount on provisions                       10                       16 
  Less: Interest capitalised                     (45)                     (99)
Total finance expense                    411                    291 

The capitalisation rate used to calculate borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation was 4.6% (2021: 4.3%). No redemption premium was incurred
on any tranches of debt repaid in the years ended 31 March 2022 and 2021. During the year ended 31 March 2022 and 2021 the Group issued
no debt at a premium.

Total interest expense on financial liabilities measured at amortised cost

Interest income on derivatives designated as a fair value hedge of financial liabilities

Group

 Group 

Group

During the year ended 31 March 2022, £73 million (2021: £87 million) was recognised by a UK subsidiary as a Research and Development
Expenditure Credit incentive on qualifying expenditure. During the year ended 31 March 2022, £39 million (2021: £46 million) of the
RDEC the proportion relating to capitalised product development expenditure and other intangible assets has been offset against the cost of

Development cost consists of engineering costs capitalised of £455 million (2021: £727 million) comprises £236 million (2021: £345 million)
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32 Income tax expense

31-March-22 31-March-21

Current year 227                  154                  
Adjustments for prior years (5)                     2                      
Current tax expense 222                  156                  

Origination and reversal of temporary differences 152                  98                    
Adjustments for prior years (3)                     (12)                   
Rate change -                   2                      
Deferred tax expense                   149 88                    
Total income tax expense                   371 244                  

92                    (143)                 
Deferred tax expense in fair value of cash flow hedges (128)                 103                  
Deferred tax credit on rate changes (77)                   -                   

(113)                 (40)                   

The total charge for the financial year can be reconciled to the accounting profit as follows:

31-March-22 31-March-21

Loss before income tax (467)                 (892)                 

Income tax credit at tax rates applicable to individual entities (17)                   (138)                 
Non-deductible expenses 33                    62                    
Over provision in prior years (8)                     (10)                   
Overseas unremitted earnings 28                    23                    
Tax on share of profit of equity accounted investments 3                      8                      
Unrecognised tax assets/deferred tax assets written off 331                  285                  
Change in tax rates -                   2                      
Others 1                      12                    
Income tax expense 371                  244                  

Impact of future rate changes
Impact of future rate changesThe UK Finance Act 2016 was enacted during the year ended 31 March 2017, which included provisions for a
reduction in the UK corporation tax rate to 17 per cent with effect from 1 April 2020.

Subsequently a change to the main UK corporation tax rate, announced in the UK Budget on 11 March 2020, was substantively enacted for IFRS
purposes on 17 March 2020. The rate applicable from 1 April 2020 now remains at 19 per cent, rather than the previously enacted reduction to 17
per cent. A further change to the main UK corporation tax rate from 19 to 25 percent with effect from 1 April 2023 was announced in the Budget on
3 March 2021, and was substantively enacted on 24 May 2021. Accordingly, UK deferred tax has been provided at a rate of 25 per cent on assets
(2021, 2020: 19 per cent) and 25 per cent on liabilities (2021, 2020: 19 per cent), recognising the applicable tax rate at the point when the timing
difference is expected to reverse.

The tax rate applicable to individual entities of 3.6% (2021:15.5%) reflects the blended average of the tax rates suffered on profits and losses
earned in the various countries of operation. As the relative profits and losses fluctuate the average tax rate will also change.

Included within for the year ended 31 March 2021 is a charge of £45 million relating to the accounting write-down of
assets not qualifying for tax relief. The charge of £285 million in relation to or written-down deferred tax arises as a result of
the inability to fully recognise UK deferred tax assets arising in the year. The provided in prior credit of £10 million arises as a result of
the finalisation of prior year tax submissions with global tax authorities.

Group

Group

Recognised in the statement of comprehensive income:
Deferred tax expense/(credit) on actuarial gains on retirement benefits

Included within "Unecognised or written-down deferred tax for the year ended 31 March 2022 is a charge of £331 million as a result of the
inability to fully recognise UK deferred tax assets arising in the year. The provided in prior credit of £8 million arises as a result of the
finalisation of prior year tax submissions with global tax authorities and the conclusion of certain tax risks.
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33 Loss for the year

31-March-22 31-March-21
Directors' remuneration:
of the Company - * - *
of the subsidiary corporations 4                       6                     
Defined contribution plan (included in employee benefits expenses) 83                     86                   

* Amount is less than £1 million.

34 Reconciliation of movements of liabilities to cash flows arising from financing activities

For the year ended Short-term 
borrowings

Long-term 
debts

Lease 
obligations

Balance as at 31 March 2020                  788                  5,507 550                 
Proceeds from issue of financing               1,029                  1,424 -
Repayment of financing              (1,049)  - (123)               
Reclassification of long-term debt 743                 (743)                  -
Arrangement fees paid - (11)                    -
Total changes from financing cash flows 723                 670                   (123)               
Foreign exchange                   (17)                   (342) (14)                 
Issue of new finance leases  -  - 71                   
Fee amortisation  - 11                      - 
Interest accrued  -  -                    44 
Reclassification of long-term debt fees  -  -  - 
Bond revaluation in hedge reserve  - -  - 
Fair value adjustment on loans  - (46)                     - 
Total liability related other changes                     -   (35)                    115                 

Balance as at 31 March 2021 1,494              5,800                528                 
Proceeds from issue of financing 680                 1,735                -
Repayment of financing (1,833)            (1)                      (116)               
Reclassification of long-term debt 1,428              (1,428)               -
Arrangement fees paid - (16)                    -
Total changes from financing cash flows 275                 290                   (116)               
Foreign exchange 61                   156                   11                   
Issue of new leases  - - 136                 
Fee amortisation  - 11                     (27)                 
Interest accrued  -  - 45                   
Reclassification of long-term debt fees  -  - -
Bond revaluation in hedge reserve  -  -  - 
Fair value adjustment on loans  -                     (66)  - 
Total liability related other changes                     -                       (55)                  154 
Balance as at 31 March 2022               1,830                  6,191                  577 

35 Dividends

Group

No dividend was declared during the year ended 31 March 2022 and 31 March 2021.
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36 Commitments and contingencies

31-March-22 31-March-21
Litigation and product related matters                    25                          23 
Other taxes and duties                    75                          50 
Commitments:
-Plant and equipment                  735                        862 
-Intangible assets                    15                          16 
-Other                  470                        270 

Pledged as collateral/security against the borrowings and commitments
-Inventory                    -                          138 
-Trade receivables                    -                            19 
-Other financial assets                    13                          13 

Litigation and product related matters

Other taxes and duties

Commitments

37 Subsequent events

In the normal course of business, the Group faces claims and assertions by various parties. The Group assesses such claims and assertions and
monitors the legal environment on an ongoing basis, with the assistance of external legal counsel wherever necessary. The Group records a liability
for any claims where a potential loss is probable and capable of being estimated and discloses such matters in its financial statements, if material. For
potential losses that are considered possible, but not probable, the Group provides a disclosure in the consolidated financial statements but does not
record a liability unless the loss becomes probable. Such potential losses may be of an uncertain timing and/or amount.

The following is a description of claims and contingencies where a potential loss is possible, but not probable. Management believes that none of the
contingencies described below, either individually or in aggregate, would have a material adverse effect on the financial condition, results of
operations, or cash flows.

The Group is involved in legal proceedings, both as plaintiff and as defendant. There are claims and potential claims as at 31 March 2022 of £25
million (2021: £23 million) against the Group which management has not recognised as settlement is not considered probable. These claims and
potential claims pertain to motor accident claims, consumer complaints, employment and dealership arrangements, replacement of parts of vehicles
and/or compensation for deficiency in the services by the Group or its dealers. 

The Group has entered into various contracts with vendors and contractors for the acquisition of plant and equipment and various civil contracts of
capital nature aggregating to £735 million (2021: £862 million) and £15 million (2021: £16 million) relating to the acquisition of intangible assets.

The Group has provided for the estimated cost of repair following the passenger safety airbag issue in the United States, China, Canada, Korea,
Taiwan, Australia and Japan. The Group recognises that there is a potential risk of further recalls in the future; however, the Group is unable at this
point in time to reliably estimate the amount and timing of any potential future costs associated with this warranty issue.

Contingencies and commitments include tax contingent liabilities of £75 million (2021: £50 million). These mainly relate to tax audits and tax litigation
claims.

As at

Commitments and contingencies also include £470 million (2021: £270 million) relating to contractual claims and commitment. The timing of any
outflow will vary as and when claims are received and settled, which is not known with certainty.

The remaining financial commitments, in particular the purchase commitments and guarantees, are of a magnitude typical for the industry.

Stipulated within the joint venture agreement for Chery Jaguar Land Rover Automotive Co. Ltd., and subsequently amended by a change to the
Articles of Association of Cherry Jaguar land Rover Automotive Co. Ltd. is a commitment for the Group to contribute a total of CNY 5,000 million of
capital. Of this amount, CNY 3,475 million has been contributed as at 31 March 2022. The outstanding commitment of CNY 1,525 million translates to
£183 million at the 31 March 2022 exchange rate. 

There have been no material subsequent events between the balance sheet date and the date of signing this report.
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38 Financial instruments

(A) Financial assets and liabilities

Group (£ millions)
Financial assets
 

Amortised 
Cost

Financial 
Assets

Derivatives other 
than in hedging 

relationship

Derivatives in 
hedging 

relationship

Total carrying 
value

Total fair 
value

Cash and cash equivalents 4,382         -            -                         -                   4,382              4,382           
Short-term deposits 177           -            -                         -                   177                 177              
Trade receivables 751           -            -                         -                   751                 751              
Investments               -                 30                            -   -                   30                   30               
Other financial assets - current             231               -                           128 57                    416                 416              
Other financial assets - non-current 99             -            85                          41                    225                 225              
Total financial assets          5,640               30                         213                     98                5,981 5,981           

Financial liabilities
Accounts payable 5,320         -            -                         -                   5,320              5,320           
Short-term borrowings 1,830         -            -                         -                   1,830              1,841           
Long-term borrowings 6,191         -            -                         -                   6,191              5,983           
Other financial liabilities - current 443           -            29                          416                  888                 888              
Other financial liabilities - non-current 538           -            52                          287                  877                 877              
Total financial liabilities 14,322       -            81                          703                  15,106            14,909         

Company
Financial assets

Amortised 
Cost

Derivatives other 
than in hedging 

relationship

Derivatives in 
hedging 

relationship

Total carrying 
value

Total fair 
value

Cash and cash equivalents               96                            -   -                   96                   96               
Short term deposits               -                              -                        -   -                  -              
Other financial assets - current               18                            -                        -   18                   18               
Other Investment               -                              -                        -   -                  -              
Other financial assets - non-current                 8                             2                     27 37                   37               
Total financial assets             122                             2                     27 151                 151              

Financial liabilities
 Other 

financial 
liabilities 

 Derivatives other 
than in hedging 

relationship 

 Derivatives in 
hedging 

relationship 

 Total carrying 
value 

 Total fair 
value 

Accounts payable               17                            -                        -   17                   17               
Short-term borrowings               -                              -                        -   -                  -              
Long-term borrowings             943                            -                        -   943                 847              
Other financial liabilities               10                            -                         1 11                   11               
Total financial liabilities             970                            -                        -   971                 875              

This section gives an overview of the significance of financial instruments for the Group and provides additional information on the items
within the statements of financial position that contain financial instruments.

The details of significant accounting policies, including the criteria for recognition, the basis of measurement and the basis on which income
and expenses are recognised, in respect of each class of financial asset, financial liability and equity instrument are disclosed in Note 2 to the
financial statements.

Included in the long-term borrowings shown in other financial liabilities is £1,423 million that is designated as the hedged item in a fair value
hedge relationship. Included within this figure is £(67) million of fair value adjustments as a result of the hedge relationship..

The following table shows the carrying amounts and fair value of each category of financial assets and liabilities as at 31 March 2022 under
SFRS(I) 9:
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38 Financial instruments (cont'd)

Group

Financial assets (£ millions)
 

Cash and cash equivalents 3,897           -                 -                             -                          3,897              3,897                
Short-term deposits 1,214           -                 -                             -                          1,214              1,214                
Trade receivables                913                    -                                  -   -                          913                913                   
Investments                  -                     42                                -   -                          42                  42                     
Other financial assets - current                219                    -                                 73 208                         500                500                   
Other financial assets - non-current                103                    -                                 43 206                         352                352                   
Total financial assets 6,346           42                  116                            414                         6,918              6,918                

Financial liabilities
Accounts payable             6,435                    -                                  -   -                          6,435              6,435                
Short-term borrowings             1,494                    -                                  -   -                          1,494              1,505                
Long-term borrowings* 5,800           -                 -                             -                          5,800              5,983                
Other financial liabilities - current                527                    -                                 67                           171                  765 765                   
Other financial liabilities - non-current                461                    -                                 75                           109                  645 645                   
Total financial liabilities 14,717         -                 142                            280                         15,139            15,333              

Company

Financial assets
Amortised 

Cost
Derivatives other than 
in hedging relationship

Derivatives in 
hedging relationship

Total carrying 
value

Total fair value

Cash and cash equivalents 42                  -                             -                          42                  42                     
Short term deposits 210                -                             -                          210                210                   
Other financial assets - current 19                  -                             -                          19                  19                     
Other financial assets - non-current 20                  -                             -                          20                  20                     
Other Investment                    -                                   8 -                          8                    8                       
Total financial assets                  291                                 8 -                          299                299                   

Financial liabilities
 Other financial 

liabilities 
Derivatives other than 
in hedging relationship

Derivatives in 
hedging relationship

 Total carrying 
value 

 Total fair value 

Other payables                   28                                -                               -   28                  28                     
Short-term borrowings                  218                                -                               -   218                218                   
Long-term borrowings                  829                                -                               -   829                847                   
Other financial liabilities                    -                                 14                             -   14                  14                     
Total financial liabilities               1,075                               14                             -   1,089              1,107                

Included in the long-term borrowings shown in other financial liabilities is £854 million which is designated as the hedged item in a fair value hedge relationship.
Included within this figure is £1 million of fair value adjustments as a result of the hedge relationship.

The following table shows the carrying amounts and fair value of each category of financial assets and liabilities, other than those with carrying amounts that are
reasonable approximations of fair values as at 31 March 2021 under SFRS(I) 9:

Derivatives other than 
in hedging relationship

Amortised 
Cost

Derivatives in 
hedging relationship

Total carrying 
value

Total fair value
Financial
assets
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38 Financial instruments (cont'd)

Offsetting

Group  (£ millions)

Gross 
amount 

recognised

Gross amount of 
recognised set off in 

the statement of 
financial position

Net amount 
presented in the 

statement of 
financial position

Financial 
instruments

Net amount 
after 

offsetting

Financial assets
Derivative financial assets 311                 -                               311                            (275)                 36               
Cash and cash equivalents 4,540              (158)                             4,382                         -                   4,382         

4,851              (158)                             4,693                         (275)                 4,418         
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial liabilities                  784                                  -                                784 (275)                 509            
Short-term borrowings 1,988              (158)                             1,830                         -                   1,830         

              2,772                              (158)                           2,614                  (275)           2,339 

Group

Gross amount 
recognised

Gross amount of 
recognised set off in 

the statement of 
financial position

Net amount presented 
in the statement of 
financial position

Financial 
instruments

Net amount 
after 

offsetting

Financial assets
Derivative financial assets 530                 -                               530                            (362)                 168            
Cash and cash equivalents 4,114              (217)                             3,897                         -                   3,897         

4,644              (217)                             4,427                         (362)                 4,065         
Financial liabilities
Derivative financial liabilities 422                 -                               422                            (362)                 60               
Short-term borrowings 1,711              (217)                             1,494                         -                   1,494         

              2,133                              (217)                           1,916 (362)                 1,554         

The following table discloses the amounts that have been offset in arriving at the presentation on the statement of financial position and the
amounts that are available for offset only under certain conditions as at 31 March 2022:

Certain financial assets and financial liabilities are subject to offsetting where there is currently a legally enforceable right to set off recognised
amounts and the Group intends to either settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

Derivative financial assets and financial liabilities are subject to master netting arrangements whereby in the case of insolvency, derivative financial
assets and financial liabilities will be settled on a net basis.

The following table discloses the amounts that have been offset in arriving at the presentation on the statement of financial position and the
amounts that are available for offset only under certain conditions as at 31 March 2021:
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Fair value hierarchy

Recent transaction values 

Alternative valuation methodologies 

Management uses its best judgement in estimating the fair value of its financial instruments. However, there are inherent limitations in any
estimation technique. Therefore, for substantially all financial instruments, the fair value estimates presented above are not necessarily indicative
of all the amounts that the Group could have realised in a sales transaction as of the respective dates. The estimated fair value amounts as at 31
March 2022 and 2021 have been measured as at the respective dates. As such, the fair values of these financial instruments subsequent to the
respective reporting dates may be different than the amounts reported at each year end. 

Financial instruments held at fair value are required to be measured by reference to the various levels as discussed in note 2. 

The financial instruments that are measured subsequent to initial recognition at fair value are classified as Level 2 fair value measurements, as
defined by SFRS(I) 13 , being those derived from inputs other than quoted prices that are observable. These valuation techniques maximise the
use of observable market data where it is available and rely as little as possible on entity specific estimates. Fair values of forward derivative
financial assets and liabilities are estimated by discounting expected future contractual cash flows using prevailing market interest rate curves
from Reuters. Commodity swap contracts are similarly fair valued by discounting expected future contractual cash flows. Option contracts on
foreign currency are entered into on a zero cost collar basis and fair value estimates are calculated from standard Black-Scholes options pricing
methodology, using prevailing market interest rates and volatilities. The estimate of fair values for cross currency swaps is calculated using
discounted estimated future cash flows. Estimates of the future floating-rate cash flows are based on quoted swap rates, future prices and

The long-term borrowings are held at amortised cost. Their fair value of the listed debt for disclosure purposes is determined using Level 1
valuation techniques, based on the closing price as at 31 March 2022 on the Luxembourg Stock Exchange multilateral trading facility ('EURO
MTF') market and Singapore Stock Exchange ('USD SGX-ST') listed , for unsecured listed bonds. For bank loans, level 2 valuation techniques
are used.

Other investments that are not equity accounted for are recognised at fair value. Where there is an active quoted market, the fair value is
determined using Level 1 valuation techniques, based on the closing price at year end. The valuation as at 31 March 2022 is £nil (2021: £nil).
Where there is no active quoted market, the fair values have been determined using Level 3 valuation techniques and the closing valuation as at
31 March 2022 is £30 million (2021: £22 million). The fair value gain recognised in the consolidated income statement for Level 3 investments for
the year ended 31 March 2022 is £4 million (2021: gain of £2 million).

Additionally, a Credit Valuation Adjustment ('CVA')/Debit Value Adjustment ('DVA') is taken on derivative financial assets and liabilities and is
calculated by discounting the fair value gain or loss on the financial derivative using credit default swap ('CDS') prices quoted for the counterparty
or JLR respectively. CDS prices are obtained from Reuters.

Fair values of cash and cash equivalents, short-term deposits, trade receivables and payables, unsecured listed bonds and other financial assets
and liabilities (current and non-current excluding derivatives) are assumed to approximate to cost due to the short term maturing of the
instruments and as the impact of discounting is not significant.

Of the financial assets held at 31 March 2022 and classified as Level 3, 95 percent (2021: 94 percent) were valued using recent transaction
values and 5 percent (2021: 6 percent) were valued using an alternative technique. 

The pricing of recent investment transactions is the main input of valuations performed by the Group. The policy is to use observable
market data where possible for its valuations and, in the absence of portfolio company earnings or revenue to compare or of relevant comparable

Alternative valuation methodologies are used by the Group for reasons specific to individual assets. At 31 March 2022 the alternative technique
used was net net asset value, representing 100 percent of alternatively valued assets.

There has been no change in the valuation techniques adopted in either current or prior financial years as presented. There were no transfers
between fair value levels in the year ended 31 March 22 and 2021.

Of the financial assets held at 31 March 2022 and classified as Level 3, 96 per cent (2021: 94 per cent) were valued using recent transaction
values and 4 per cent (2021: 6 per cent) were valued using an alternative technique
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38 Financial instruments (cont'd)

(B) Financial risk management

Foreign currency exchange rate risk

Group
 (£ millions)

US Dollar Chinese Yuan Euro Others Total

1,772              393                   1,043              423            3,631                
             (4,206)                (1,148)              (4,248)            (296) (9,898)              

(2,434)            (755)                  (3,205)            127            (6,267)              

US Dollar Chinese Yuan Euro Others Total

              1,996                     342               1,122 382            3,842                
             (3,828)                (1,192)              (4,279)            (912) (10,211)            
             (1,832)                   (850)              (3,157) (530)           (6,369)              

Net exposure (liabilities)/assets

In the course of its business, the Group is exposed to foreign currency exchange rate, commodity price, interest rate, liquidity and credit risk. The
Group has a risk management framework in place which monitors all of these risks as discussed below. The framework is approved by the Board.

The fluctuation in foreign currency exchange rates may have potential impact on the consolidated statement of profit or loss and other
comprehensive income, the consolidated statement of financial position, the consolidated cash flow statement and the consolidated statement of
changes in equity, where any transaction references more than one currency or where assets/liabilities are denominated in a currency other than
the functional currency of the respective consolidated entities.

Considering the countries and economic environment in which the Group operates, its operations are subject to risks arising from fluctuations in
exchange rates in those countries. The risks primarily relate to fluctuations in US Dollar, Chinese Yuan and Euro against the functional currency of
the Company and its subsidiaries.

Foreign exchange risk on future transactions is mitigated through the use of derivative contracts. The Group is also exposed to fluctuations in
exchange rates which impact the valuation of foreign currency denominated assets and liabilities and also foreign currency denominated balances
on the statement of financial position at each reporting period end. In addition to the derivatives designated in hedging relationships as
detailed in (C), the Group enters into foreign currency contracts as economic hedges of recognised foreign currency debt.

The following table sets forth information relating to foreign currency exposure as at 31 March 2022 for the Group:

Financial assets
Financial liabilities

* Others include Russian Rouble, Singapore dollar, Swiss Franc, Australian Dollar, South African Rand, Thai Baht, Korean Won, Japaneses Yen etc.

10% appreciation/depreciation of the respective foreign currencies with respect to functional currency of the respective entity would result in
decrease/increase in the loss before income tax by approximately £363 million for financial assets and increase/decrease in the Group's
loss before income tax by approximately £990 million for financial liabilites for the year period ended 31 March 2022.

The following table sets forth information relating to foreign currency exposure as at 31 March 2021 for the Group:

Financial assets
Financial liabilities
Net exposure (liabilities)

10% appreciation/depreciation of the respective foreign currencies with respect to functional currency of the respective entity would result in
decrease/increase in the loss before income tax by approximately £384 million for financial assets and increase/decrease in the Group's
loss before income tax by approximately £1,021 million for financial liabilites for the year period ended 31 March 2021.
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38 Financial instruments (cont'd)

The following table sets forth information relating to foreign currency exposure as at 31 March 2022 for the Company:

 (£ millions)
US Dollar Pound Others * Total

118              33                    1 152            
             (638)                  (324)                    (17) (979)           

(520)             (291)                 (16)                   (827)           

* Others include Singapore dollar.

The following table sets forth information relating to foreign currency exposure as at 31 March 2021 for the Company:
 (£ millions)

US Dollar Pound Others * Total

249              62                    1 312            
             (557)                  (544)                    (18) (1,119)        
             (308)                  (482) (17)                   (807)           

* Others include Singapore dollar, South African Rand, Thai Baht.

Commodity price risk

Company

Financial assets
Financial liabilities
Net exposure liability

10% appreciation/depreciation of the respective foreign currencies with respect to functional currency of the Company would result in
decrease/increase in the loss before income tax by approximately £31 million for financial assets and increase/decrease in the Group's loss
before income tax by approximately £112 million for financial liabilites for the year period ended 31 March 2021.

Financial assets
Financial liabilities

The risk estimates provided assume a parallel shift of 100 basis points interest rate across all yield curves. This calculation also assumes that the
change occurs at the reporting date and has been calculated based on risk exposures outstanding as at that date. The year-end balances are not
necessarily representative of the average debt outstanding during the year.

Net exposure liability

The Company and Group's sensitivity to interest rates has increased during the current year mainly due to the increase in variable rate debt
instruments.

As at 31 March 2022, the Company short-term borrowings of £nil (2021: £nil) and long term borrowings of £301 million (2021: £523 million) were
subject to a variable interest rate. An increase/decrease of 100 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would result in an impact of £3
million (2021: £5 million) in statement of profit or loss.

10% appreciation/depreciation of the respective foreign currencies with respect to functional currency of the Company would result in
decrease/increase in the loss before income tax by approximately £15 million for financial assets and increase/decrease in the Group's loss
before income tax by approximately £97 million for financial liabilites for the year period ended 31 March 2022.

In addition to issuing long-term fixed-rate bonds, the Group has other facilities in place which are primarily used to finance working capital that are
subject to variable interest rates. When undertaking a new debt issuance, the Board will consider the fixed/floating interest rate mix of the Group, the
outlook for future interest rates and the appetite for certainty of funding costs.

The Group uses cross currency interest rate swaps to convert some of its issued debt from foreign denominated fixed rate debt to GBP floating rate
debt. The derivative instruments and the foreign currency fixed rate debt are designated in fair value and cash flow hedging relationships. 

The Group is exposed to commodity price risk arising from the purchase of certain raw materials such as such as aluminium, copper, platinum and
palladium. This risk is mitigated through the use of derivative contracts and fixed price contracts with suppliers. The derivative contracts are not hedge
accounted under SFRS(I) 9 but are instead measured at fair value through profit or loss.

The total fair value gain on commodity derivatives of £131 million (2021: £137 million) has been recognised in "foreign exchange gain/(loss) and fair
value adjustments in the consolidated statement of profit or loss. The amount reported do not reflect the purchasing benefits received by the Group

A 10% depreciation/appreciation of all commodity prices underlying such contracts would have resulted in a loss/gain of £52 million (2021: £41
million).

Interest rate risk is the risk that changes in market interest rates will lead to changes in interest income and expense for the Group.

As at 31 March 2022, the Group's short-term borrowings of £417 million (2021: £298 million) and long term borrowings of £1,558 million (2021: £1,560
million) were subject to a variable interest rate. An increase/decrease of 100 basis points in interest rates at the reporting date would result in an
impact of £20 million (2021: £19 million) in statement of profit or loss.

Interest rate risk
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38 Financial instruments (cont'd)

Liquidity risk

Group  (£ millions)
As at 31 March 2022

Carrying 
amount

Contractual 
cash flows

Within 1 year
1 to 5 
years

More than 5 
years

Financial liabilities
Borrowings and interest thereon               8,133               9,337               2,218 5,319       1,800              
Lease obligations                  577                  952                  105 284          563                 
Other financial liabilities                  404                  325                  293 32            -                 
Accounts payable 5,320              5,320              5,320              -           -                 
Derivative financial instruments 784                 1,065              510                 553          2                     
Total contractual maturities 15,218           16,999           8,446              6,188       2,365              

Group
As at 31 March 2021

Carrying 
amount

Contractual 
cash flows

Within 1 year
1 to 5 
years

More than 5 
years

Financial liabilities
Borrowings and interest thereon 7,394              8,977              2,016              5,578       1,383              
Finance lease obligations 526                 840                 103                 286          451                 
Other financial liabilities 462                 407                 400                 7              -                 
Accounts payable 6,435              6,435              6,435              -           -                 
Derivative financial instruments 422                 476                 255                 221          -                 
Total contractual maturities 15,239           17,135           9,209              6,092       1,834              

Company
As at 31 March 2022

 Carrying 
amount

Contractual 
cash flows

Within 1 year
1 to 5 
years

More than 5 
years

Financial liabilities
Borrowings and interest thereon 953                 953                 10                   943          -                 
Accounts payable 17                   17                   17                   -           -                 
Derivative financial liabilities                      1                     -   -                 -           -                 
Total contractual maturities                  971                  970 27                   943          -                 

Company
As at 31 March 2021

 Carrying 
amount

Contractual 
cash flows

Within 1 year
1 to 5 
years

More than 5 
years

Financial liabilities
Borrowings and interest thereon               1,058               1,590                  475        1,115 -                 
Accounts payable                    17                    17                    17              -   -                 
Derivative financial liabilities                    14                    14                     -                14 -                 
Total contractual maturities               1,089               1,621                  492        1,129 -                 

Liquidity risk is the risk that the Group will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due. The Group's policy on liquidity risk is to
maintain sufficient liquidity in the form of cash and undrawn borrowing facilities to meet the operating requirements with an appropriate
level of headroom.

The following are the undiscounted contractual maturities of financial liabilities, including estimated interest payments: 
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38 Financial instruments (cont'd)

Credit risk

Financial assets

Trade receivables ageing profile:  (£ millions)

Gross Impairment Net
Not yet due 667          (2)                665              
Overdue < 3 months 75            -              75                
Overdue >3<6 months 8              -              8                  
Overdue > 6 months 6              (4)                2                  
Total 756          (6)                750              

Gross Impairment Net
Not yet due            784 (2)                782              
Overdue < 3 months            103 -              103              
Overdue >3<6 months              10 -              10                
Overdue > 6 months              35 (17)              18                
Total            932 (19)              913              

At the end of FY22, JLR had sold £191 million equivalent of trade receivables under its debt factoring facility, which was renewed during the year
ended 31 March 2021 to a US$500 million facility expiring March 2023.

Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the Group if a counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its contractual obligation. The majority of

The carrying amount of financial assets represents the maximum credit exposure. None of the financial instruments of the Group result in material
concentrations of credit risks.

The Group has reviewed trade receivables not yet due and not impaired and no material issues have been identified. Trade receivables past due
and impaired are set out below:

None of the cash and cash equivalents, including time deposits with banks, are past due or impaired. Regarding other financial assets that
are neither past due nor impaired, there were no indications as at 31 March 2022 or 31 March 2021 that defaults in payment obligations will occur.

Included within trade receivables is £nil (2021:19 million) of receivables which are part of a debt factoring arrangement. These assets do not
qualify for derecognition due to the recourse arrangements in place. The related liability of £nil (2021: 19 million) is in short-term borrowings (Note
17). Both asset and associated liability are classified in amortised cost.

31-March-22

To a lesser extent the Group has an exposure to counterparties on trade receivables and other financial assets. The Group seeks to mitigate credit
risk on sales to third parties through the use of payment at the point of delivery, credit insurance and letters of credit from banks that meet internal
rating criteria.

All Group cash is invested according to strict credit criteria and actively monitored by treasury in conjunction with the current market valuation of
derivative contracts. One of the subsidiary board has implemented an investment policy that places limits on the maximum cash investment that
can be made with any single counterparty depending on their published external credit rating.

31-March-21

Further, the Group considers the relevance of the COVID-19 pandemic to the recoverability of receivables from third parties.
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(C) Derivatives and hedge accounting

31-March-22 31-March-21

In other comprehensive income (1,119)             (571)                
In the statement of profit or loss 476                 299                  

In other comprehensive income 959                 480                  
In the statement of profit or loss (369)                (231)                

Outstanding contracts 2022 2021 2022 2021
 %  % % %

Between 1>5 years           4.5                      -   SONIA+4.777 -                  
Cross currency interest rate swaps >5 years           4.5                    4.5 LIBOR+2.033 LIBOR+3.235

2022 2021
10% depreciation in interest rates:
In the statement of profit or loss (22)                  (1)                    
10% appreciation in interest rates:
In the statement of profit or loss 21                   1                      

Cash flow hedges

10% depreciation in Sterling against the foreign currency:

10% appreciation in Sterling against the foreign currency:

An increase/decrease of 100 basis points in interest rates at the balance sheet date would result in an impact of:

As at

 Foreign currency 
average interest rate 

The foreign currency borrowings designated as the hedged item mature in January 2026 and October 2027, at which time the amount deferred in equity will be
reclassified to profit and loss.

Changes in the fair value of foreign currency contracts, to the extent determined to be an effective cash flow hedge, are recognised in the consolidated
statement of comprehensive income, and the ineffective portion of the fair value change is recognised in the statement of profit or loss. There is not generally
expected to be significant ineffectiveness from cash flow hedges.

It is anticipated that the hedged sales will take place over the next 1 - 5 years, at which time the amount deferred in equity will be reclassified to revenue in
statement of profit and loss.

It is anticipated that the hedged purchases will take place over the next 1 - 5 years at which time the amount deferred in equity will be included in the carrying
amount of the raw materials. On sale of the finished product the amount previously deferred in equity and subsequently deferred in inventory will be reclassified
to material and other cost of sales in statement of profit or loss.

 Reporting currency average 
interest rate 

The Group uses foreign currency options, foreign currency forwards contracts and recognised foreign currency borrowings as the hedging instrument in cash
flow hedge relationships of hedged sales and purchases. The time value of options and the foreign currency basis spread of foreign exchange forward contracts
are excluded from the hedge relationship and are recognised in other comprehensive income as a cost of hedging to the extent they relate to the hedged item
(the aligned value). Additionally the Group uses cross-currency interest rate swaps as the hedging instrument of the foreign exchange risk of recognised foreign
currency borrowings. 

One of the major subsidiary of the Group manufactures vehicles for wholesale both in the UK and overseas. It also purchases raw materials in currencies other
than the Group's functional currency of GBP. The Group forecasts these transactions over the medium term, and enters into derivative contracts to mitigate the
resulting foreign currency exchange risk, interest risk and commodity price risk. The Groups risk management strategy allows for hedge accounting when the
derivatives meet the hedge accounting criteria as set out in SFRS (I) 9 and where they meet the Groups risk management objectives. 

Commodity derivatives are not hedge accounted. Foreign currency forward contracts, foreign currency options & foreign currency denominated borrowings may
be designated as hedging instrument in a cash flow hedge relationship against forecast foreign currency transactions to mitigate foreign currency exchange risk
associated with those transactions.

In all cases the Group uses a hedge ratio of 1:1. The critical terms of the derivative contracts are aligned with those of the hedged item. The Group allows a
maximum hedging term of 5 years for forecast transactions. The Groups risk management policy allows for decreasing levels of hedging as the forecasting
horizon increases.

A 10 per cent depreciation/appreciation in Sterling against the foreign currency underlying the contracts within the derivative portfolio that are sensitive
to changes in foreign exchange rates (including the impact to the fair value adjustment of foreign currency borrowings designated as the hedged item in a fair
value hedge relationship) would have resulted in the approximate additional (loss)/gain shown in the following table:

In addition, the Group uses cross-currency interest rate swaps to hedge its foreign currency exchange risk associated with recognised borrowings. These
instruments may be designated in both cash flow and fair value hedging relationships, or may be economic hedges of debt. The Group also manages foreign
exchange risk on recognised borrowings using FX swaps. The Group utilises FX spot & FX swap contracts to manage operational requirements.
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Mar-22 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-21 Mar-22 Mar-21

Sell - USD
<1 year 0.7604      0.7596              2,882       2,833                  5              136 
Between 1-5 years 0.7361      0.7654              3,734       3,096              (77)              172 
Sell - Chinese Yuan
<1 year        0.1094        0.1098         2,819       1,647            (235)                12 
Between 1-5 years        0.1123        0.1088         3,521          629            (126)                11 
Buy - Euro
<1 year        0.8875        0.9069         2,892       2,695            (111)            (136)
Between 1-5 years 0.8860      0.9010              1,254       1,899                (5)              (81)
Other currencies
<1 year            873       1,145              (17)                24 
Between 1-5 years            870          846              (28)                  7 

      18,845     14,790            (594)              145 

Cross currency interest rate swaps
USD
>5 years 0.7592      0.7592                 380          380                  1                  7 
EUR
Between 1-5 years        0.8912                -              446             -                (39)
>5 years                -          0.8912               -            446                 -                (14)

           826          826              (38)                (7)

Cash flow hedges of FX risk on forecast transactions

The line items in the statement of financial position that include the above derivative instruments are 'Other financial assets' and 'Other financial
liabilities'. The US denominated debt designated as a hedging instrument is included in 'Borrowings'.

The table below sets out the timing profile of the hedge accounted derivatives:

Fair value 
assets/(liabilities)

Nominal  amountsAverage strike rate

Outstanding contracts

Hedges of foreign exchange risk on recognised debt

Total cash flow hedges of foreign exchange risk on forecast transactions

The USD debt instrument used as a hedging instrument shown in the less than 1 year category above hedges some periods that are between 1

and 5 years.As the instrumnet itself matures within 1 year, the total amount has been shown in less than 1 year.
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38 Financial instruments (cont'd)
 (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
              (816)                446 
                  -                     -   

                   5                   (9)
              (811)                437 

                 75               (112)

                 10                    3 

                  -                     -   
                 85               (109)

              (762)                534 
                 72                 (77)

31-March-22 31-March-21
1 7                   

                 39 14                 

The following amounts have been recognised in relation to fair value hedges in the consolidated income statement: 2022 2021

51                 108               

                (36) (58)                
                 15 50                 

39 Capital management

The following table summarises the capital
of the Group:

 (£ millions)

31-March-22 31-March-21
Short-term borrowings             1,830 1,494            
Long-term debts             6,191 5,800            
Lease obligation 577               526               
Total debts 8,598            7,820            
Equity 3,867            4,651            
Total capital 12,465          12,471          

Ineffectiveness recognised in the statement of profit or loss in exchange gain and fair value
adjustments.

As at

(Loss)/Gain recognized in OCI in the year

The objectives when managing capital are to ensure the going concern operation of all subsidiary companies within the Group and to
maintain an efficient capital structure to support ongoing and future operations of the Group and to meet shareholder expectations.

The Group issues debt, primarily in the form of bonds to meet anticipated funding requirements and maintain sufficient liquidity. The Group also
maintains certain undrawn committed credit facilities to provide additional liquidity. These borrowings, together with cash generated from operations,
are loaned internally or contributed as equity to certain subsidiaries as required. 

Loss reclassified from cash flow hedging reserve and recognised in gain/(loss) and fair value

Gain reclassified from cost of hedging reserve and recognised in gain/(loss) and fair value in
the income statement on account of forecast transactions no longer expected to occur

As at

Net change in the hedged item used for assessing hedge effectiveness, taken to the income statement

Fair value changes in the derivative instruments used in assessing hedge effectiveness, taken to the

Gain/(loss) reclassified to profit and loss in the year

Net change in the hedged item used for assessing hedge effectiveness
Gain/(loss) on derivatives not hedge accounted, recognised in 'Foreign exchange gain/(loss) and fair
value adjustments' in the statement of profit or loss

The Group uses cross currency interest rate swaps as the hedging instrument in a fair value hedge of foreign exchange and interest rate risks of
foreign currency denominated debt. The derivatives convert USD fixed rate to GBP floating rate debt.

Changes in the fair value of foreign currency contracts that are designated in fair value hedging relationships are recognised in the statement of profit
or loss. Changes in the fair value of the underlying hedged item (long-term borrowings) for the hedged risks are recognised in the same statement of
profit or loss line.

as follows:

Fair value gain of foreign currency derivative contracts recognised in hedging reserves
Fair value gain of foreign currency borrowings recognised in cash flow hedging reserve
Fair value loss of derivatives hedging foreign currency borrowings recognised in hedging reserves
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40 Segment reporting

The geographic spread of sales and non-current assets is as disclosed below:
(£ millions)

UK US China
Rest of 
Europe

Rest of 
World

Total

              3,164               4,320               4,176 3,249               3,967            18,876         
10,311           60                   131                 982                  327               11,811         

3,790              4,664              4,561              3,563               3,505            20,083         
            10,932                    53 141                 1,047               337               12,510         

Operating segments are defined as components of the Group about which separate financial information is available that is evaluated
regularly by the chief operating decision maker, or decision making group, in deciding how to allocate resources and in assessing
performance.

The Group operates in the automotive segment. The automotive segment includes all activities relating to development, design, manufacture,
assembly and sale of vehicles including financing thereof, as well as sale of related parts and accessories from which the Group derives its
revenues. The Group has only one operating segment, so no separate segment report is given.

In the table above, non-current assets includes property, plant and equipment, right of use assets and intangible assets.

31-March-22
Revenue

Non-current assets
31-March-21
Revenue
Non-current assets
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